
A RANGE OF QUALITY COMPUTERS
AVAILABLE FOR THIS PROGRAM.
Thousands ol Commodore 64, Electron and BBC micro users have recently taken a trip rnt

heart of Twin Kingdom Valley, and none have returned disappointed'

This incredible new program takes adventure games into new, uncharted _

Versions available now
for Commodore 64,

Electron and
BBC Model B.





thatnames the

CBM 64

SPECTRUM
Sparkling reviews ofMugsr.Psytron * tips

on Jet Set Willy

Hi here!An everlasting platform

game with20 screens

REVIEWING COMPETITION: It couldchange yourlife



When a Galactic war breaks out,

there is only one winner
make sure it’s you!

Empires is a game of the type which has not been seen beforejns a fully player

interactive strategy game forup to six players and an inspire'The basic set

contains three players. Expansion set one c&itaihs three more Each player

controls a unique ra.ce struggling to takeover the galaxy Mining companies, space

fleets and sound strategy all contributeto the success of your race: but beware the

other players will be trying to tea&your empire apart. The skill required to organise

your empire as it grows is enormous. To assist you galactic maps and data cards

are provided. Soon further expansion sets will be available to give you an

advantage over the other players. Move information is transferred via cassette to

the umpire who analyses it with his program and returns the new data to the

players. Messages can be sent to other players in the same way.

THIS IS A NEW CONCEPT IN STRATEGY
GAME PLAYING. 48K SPECTRUM

CONTENTS: THREE PLAYER CASSETTES. ONE UMPIRE CASSETTE,
4 GALACTIC MAPS, 81 DATA CARDS, 1 FULL SET OF RULES, 3 PLAYER INSTRUCTIONS

Price £19.95.

Please send me copy/copies of Empires Basic Set

Total cheque/P.O. enclosed
Cheques payable to Imperial Software.

Send order to:

IMPERIAL SOFTWARE
IMPERIAL HOUSE
153 CHURCHILL ROAD
PARKSTONE
POOLE
DORSET
PHONE (0202) 723060

- Age.
AT 800TS AND LEADING COMPUTER STORES

Name

Address

.



venturi?
Available from May 1st in all leading

stores & good computer shops!

INTERNATIONAL®
EXCLUSIVE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS OF SCOTT ADAMS PRODUCTS
1 19. JOHN BRIGHT STREET. BIRMINGHAM B1 1BE. Telephone: 021-643 5102



The deeper vou dive, the w;'
s#f®eeper the danger. Through
rcavern after cavern to find the ^
pearls and the treasure. (It’s different

tevery game!) Sharks, octopuses and
^jellyfish are everywhere; and look^

| out for your oxygen level/ ff'
Staggering graphics, fantastic ci

-a true arcade adventure I

’Another great quality game from /fj)
the house which brought you S/

£
’ ,HarrierAttaek!"and . ..



A fine day
for tennis on

your Spectrum
This isWimbledon.
The home of British tennis, enjoying Britain's

But this summer, things will be different If

rain stops play on court you'll be able to carry on
playing- with Sinclair's ’Match Point

Match Point is one of si* new, all-action

programs for your Spectrum. It lets you play tennis

against the computer,a friend, or just sit backand
watch an exhibition match.

Enjoy all the features of tennis-backhand
and forehand shots, lobs, drop-shots, volleys,a
scoreboard...even ball boys are on-call.

Butgood tennis strok« aren’t everything

To win the Match Point Open Championship

you’ll need skill and tactics.

Luckily, though, you won’t have to rely on
the weather!

Sinclair-



I

BASIC COURSES IN SPACE
The BASIC Adventures in Space is a unique series of

courses for the young beginner aged 7 to 77!

It is written as a three part adventure story which takes the

reader into space, introducing him step-by-step to the ship's

computer's language - BASIC. The book is supported by full

software and further CAL (Computer Aided Learning)

programs on tape.

This novel approach combines a story that is compulsive

reading for the young reader with a carefully structured

approach to BASIC intricately interwoven with the text.

£9.95 BOOK & TAPE COURSE

HONEYFOLD SOFTWARE LTD

Standfast House
Bath Place
High Street._Barnet

Tel: 01-441 4130

Courses are available from:

W.H. SMITH'S, BOOTS, SPECTRUM
stores and all good computer

shops and many good bookshops.
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LAZER CYCLE
... The M.C.R has selected you to ride on Ihi

deadly grid; two screens oi strategy and
action, multiple skill levels, hi-score lable,

pause facility, demo mode.
BBC Model B - £8.95!

COLONY 7

... Colony 7 fast furious 3D action, as you
defend your colony's food stocks from the

space pirates! The only game to use graphics

9. Unbelievable 3D landscape!

ATARI 400/800/XL - £9.95

SYSTEM 3 SOFTWARE LTD and post lo the address below
Please allow 7 to 14 days for delivery. All prices inclusive of P&P and



3 NEW
TURBO 64
GAMES
£6.95

t EACH
House of Usher

Ice Hunter
Petch

hidden
arassed

and chased by his arch en
Snowball and Snowbc
chances of survival an

i Si* levels of skill wifi
' player option.

Also available on Disk at £9.95
TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD. 29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KENT (0322) 92513/8 I

MAIL ORDER 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 I

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.0 ACCESS/VISA 50p POSTAGE 8. PACKAGING £2.00 OVERSEAS



Mail Order Sales from
Microdeal Mail Order 41 Truro Rd,

St. Austell Cornwall PL25 5JE

Credit Card Sales a
Phone 0726 3456 _ C

Dealers Contact

yLMICRODEAL distribution
k 0726-3456
5k or WEBSTERS SOFTWARE

0483 62222

The Federal Chief has decided that Cuthbert is to
go on a mission of plunder against the Moronian’s
Solar System. Cuthbert lands his spacecraft on each
planet but then has to refuel by stealing pods from the
Moronian fuel dumps whilst avoiding
the Solar Meteoroid Barrage.
After filling up he goes and
plunders as much loot as A
possible before take-off. A
All could go well but when
he gets a mal- function he _
must send a pilotless shuttle
to obtain spares and take-off
before the Moronian’s bomb *>

]
detonates. ^ k

CASSETTE £8 DISK £9.95



TAies ofTwe

II rf Eastern Premise-!

FROM
INTERCEPTOR
' COFTWARE

THE SAGA OF IMRAHIL

THE KALENDAR PRINCE
ON A QUEST TO FREE
THE PRINCESS ANITRA
FROM THE HAREM OF THE

EVIL SULTAN SALAOIN.

SUITABLE FOR THE

NOW WITH ULTRA LOAD FAST LOADING

NTERCEPTOR
MICRO'S

UNDON HOUSE. THE GREEN. TADLEY. HAMPSHIRE
TEL 107356) 71 145 A



HWMZ



piracy oper

Almost i



changes hands al £7.95 and
will initially he available lor

the Dragon only.

The company's other
adventure. /ericho Road .

written by the 'Video Vicar*

Rev. Peter Goodland. has
been translated onto the

BBC. Electron. and Coni
modore machines.

SOCCER STRATEGY
Artie arc bringing out a new
football management game
based on the World Cup The
company have yet to choose a
title for the game, which will

involve up to nine players

managing 40 teams as they
knock each other out in a bid

for glory. The game will be
available on the Spectrum for

£6.95.

Micro Power, already well-

known for their BBC titles,

are bringing out conversions

of four of their games for the

Commodore 64. Ghouls.
Cyberiron Mission. Felix in

the Factory, and Swoop will

all retail al £6.95. The new
versions will have added fea-

tures including demo-modes
and fast loading routines.

NEW
RELEASES

TAKOUSHI



:ar that CRL are bringing

Jeff Wayne's video ver-

Worlds,

Bun

with famous surnames. Aged
from under ten to over forty,

these unsuspecting members
of the computer-illiterate

public were seated in front of

computers and asked to show
off their skills.

Einstein and Shakespeare

did their best to live up to the

reputations of their ancestors,

but the strain proved too

much for Archimedes.

A victim of tender years -

he is after all only 2700 years

old - he fell asleep at the

Word has reached me on the keyboard during the lengthy

grapevine that the editor of presentation. Safer, I sup-

this journal and two other pose, than falling asleep in

journalists were invited to the bath ...

lunch by Wall’s Ice Cream, of

all people, as part of their g
promotion of a new ice lolly .

called MegaBytes. The three Q
of them had to suffer the

sjuu (>u|
indignity of sucking these tof- arcade/adventure
fee and banana-flavoured ices H G Wens ' c |ass jc book. The
served from a silver platter in program boasts mus ic taken
the surroundings of a rather

[rom Wayne's glorious album
posh London restaurant.

0f the same title - but Horace
Apparently Wall’s wanted wontiers qu jte how glorious

news of the lolly to reach
,his js t0 sound

teachers throughout the land. Spectrum

Exciting Encounter
A stunning 3D shoot-out has

just been released in Britain

and could become an all-time

The game, called Encoun-

ter and available for the Com-
modore 64 and Atari mach-

ines, has already been a suc-

ultra-fast action and incredi-

ble3D graphics.

Encounter is a super-

charged version of Battle-

i you find your-

self peering through the

windscreen ofyour craft at an

alien landscape. You patrol

the planet avoiding obstacles

and playing tag with hostile

aliens. There are eight diffe-

rent landscapes with t‘

levels of skill.

Encounter costs £9.95

from Novagen and there'll be

a full review in next month's
|

PCG.

64 quick-loading
The days of Commodore 64

owners having to suffer inter-

minable delays while their

cassettes load are almost

Most of the latest cassette

releases load about 8 times

faster than normal, thanks to

the inclusion of special soft-

ware which changes the

machine’s tape-handling sys-

would load from disk!

Llamasoft, Interceptor,

Taskset, Anirog and Mel-

bourne House are among the

companies now using these

nutes for a long program to

load, it’ll be ready inside three

- as fast or faster than it

some companies are re-

releasing their older games in

the new fast-loading format.

Taskset’s Andy Walker told

PCG: I think this develop-

ment will have a good effect

on sales of the 64. Slow tape-

loading was one of the

machine’s biggest c



arci, i rtutvi ‘tot\ to.Sb
Once upon a lime. Zeus had one o( his master craftsmen
fashion a mortal of perfect beauty — the first woman — he
called her Pandora — meaning "all gifts". Zeus presented
her with a golden casket, but bade her promise never to
open it, but Pandora grew curious and one day she lifted

the lid. With a rush and a cry, out came all the ills that now
beset man; disease and sorrow, hate, jealousy, theft, lies

and many more. Pandora rushed to close the lid. but all of

its contents had escaped, save one, "Hope". Since that

ill-fated day when Pandora infested the world with terrible

woes and suffering. Hope has always remained a comfort
to this troubled world — until now! Someone has stolen
Hope, and famine, disease and violence have taken over
the world.

Enter the magnificent and dangerous world of Ancient
Greek Legend in this amazing hi-res graphic adventure.

One-eyed giant Cyclops and the many headed Hydra are

but a few of the incredible creatures you will meet as you
sail treacherous seas and cross dangerous landscapes in

your struggle to return Hope to its guardians on Mount
Olympus, the home of the Gods.

BBC B or ACORN ELECTRON E7.95

Guy of Gisburne, treacherous henchman of the Sheriff of

Nottingham, has captured the lovely Maid Marion. In his

heavily defended castle — he holds her as bait!

Become Robin of Loxley, the hooded man. on a mission of

rescue and vengeance.

Written In 100% machine code and making full use of the

sound, colour and hi-res capabilities of each computer,

Gisburne's Castle blends the action of the arcade with the

challenge of an adventure, into one outstanding game.

Features:

"kHundreds of different graphic locations

ffr20 different animated and intelligent characters

15 different objects to be found and used

*Joystick option and user definable keys

Available from most leading retailers or directly by mail order

/\ Martech is the registered trade mark of A

Software Communications Ltd. YJf
Martech House, Bay Terrace, Pevensey Bay, East Sussex BN24 6EE



ALLTHESEGREAH
FROM THE l

Games available for the following systems:-

SPECTRUM 48 DRAGON VIC 20

SPEA8 8 ZZOOM ORA 32 12 PEDRO
w!r ™ l wlrKV WAITERSSPE 48 9 ZIP ZAP DRA 32 1 3 LEGGIT
^
C 20 2 WACKY WAITERS

SPE 48 10 STONKERS ORA 32 14 COSMIC CRUISER VIC 20 J CATCHA SNA icma

SPE 48 1 1 ALCHEMIST DRA 32 1 5 B.C. BILL VIC 20 4 BEWITCHED

SPE 48 12 PEDRO
SPE 48 14 COSMIC CRUISER ELECTRON COMMOOORE 64

SPE 48 15 B.C. BILL ETRON 12 PEDRO COM 64 1 ARCADIA

FTRON 15 BC BILL COM 64 12 PEDRO
SPECTRUM i5K COM 64 14 COSMIC CRUISER

SPE 161 ARCADIA BBC 32
COM 64 15 B.C BILL

SPE 16 5 AH DIODUMS BBCB ,2 pEORO

SPE 16 7 JAPING JACK BBCB 14 COSMIC CRUISER

LEGGIT



rGAMESAVAILABLE
; MAKERS OF...

thename of thegame
Available from:- W.H. Smith, Menzies, Boots, Lightning dealers and all

good computer stores. Or send cheque/Postal Order for E5.50 inclusive
VAT and P&P for each game, direct to Beau-Jolly, 19A New Broadway,
Ealing, W5.

Allow 14 days for delivery.
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Byte Back
HURC fan hits out

, ii,«t read your review

I

ine HURG and 1 am abso

srsisvoW
ORIGINAL games and n

UnUkeother 8ame" d
1

f
l

'8
^0

ers it gives you ^abday^

SSH-sir**

HITS

able to understand Ih® ^
is your 'ev‘e*C

a

r

s

a
he drunk

delinquent, or »»
at the time? _ lp,

P S. Why on earth was /et

Set Willy Game of the

mo*’ LfS £.£"

Lasting interest tu-

make me laugh.

Jason West,
Orpington, Keirt

Set Willy-

Pros and cons of the top two micros
Who or what is the reviewer CA? He seems to be trying to start

a war between CBM 64 and Spectrum owners with such

statements (about the 64 game Megahawk. April issue) as 'it’ll

turn your local Spectrum owner green'. 1 agree that the

Commodore is far better than the Spectrum, but it is also more

expensive.

G Swan, Blairgowie, Perthshire

appens to be me, the editor of PCG, and a proud

^yw.rum owner at that. At the moment, although the 64

offers games with better graphics and sound, for the really

meaty games with long-term challenge, the Spectrum is still

the machine to own

.

Three-part key
I am writing to you about Ultimate’s game Atic Atac . I know

how to get both parts of the ACG key, and a third yellow part

which I think should be the crown. However, when 1 tried to

get through the main doors with all these parts, 1 could not do

so and wonderwhere I am going wrong.

Tim Culver-Jones, Wroughton, Wilts

The 'crown' is the thirdpart of the key. You must put all three

down and pick them up in the right order to form a key on the

n. You can then escape.

Club application let-down
In December I decided to ment whatsoever from the

answer an advertisement club. Can you please - if there

appearing in a popular com- was no misunderstanding on

puter magazine about a so- the club’s part - warn any

called ‘Computer Club Inter- prospective members of this

national' of Stalybridge, ‘club’ that it is a fake!

Cheshire. William Gatt, Lija, Malta

/as asked to credit their

bank account by £15.00 and We understand that they've

send them the enclosed ap- gone bust, despite a flood of

plication, this 1 immediately applications. Alas, it seems

did. May 1 inform you that up that sending money by mail

till this very day I have not can still be a risky thing in

ceived any acknowledge- the micro world.

m
x/ST

Ultimate games for 64?
Like many other computer owners, I tend

one computer magazine, and I would like tc

magazines,PCG is by farthe best. I

I have been hearing rumours that Ultimate are going to begin

makingsoftware for the CBM 64. Is this true?

JP McStay, Wallsend,Tyne and Wear

We think it is, but Ultimate are refusing to confirm this

officially.

Kempston adaptability
A few month's back I purchased a Kempston interface for m.

Spectrum and more recently 1 bought Psion’s Chequered Flag.

With the interface there is a leaflet with small listings to merge

with other games. There was one such listing for Flight

Simulator, but not for Chequered Flag.

I wondered if any other readers had written a program to

merge with this game to give it the use of a joystick.

Toby Lane, Northampton
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Fly the
world's
deadliest
mission:

BLACK
HAWK
Black Hawk Is the world's deadliest aircraft,

but this is the world's deadliest mission.

A strategically vital but vulnerable group oi

islands are under enemy control and you
must liberate them.

Ybur target is the enemy's main airfield,

heavily defended by missiles, gunships and
anti-aircraft guns.

Although the speed and firepower of Black
Hawkare unmatched, they alone cannot
helpyou win through. On such a mission,

strategic skill is the ultimate weapon.

Your on-board computer, with its dual
attack and defence screens, will assist

you in increasing your strategic loss
factor (SLFI and achieving the mission
oblective. You also have an 8 page

scenario to guide you through more
than 30 missions.

Black Hawk is one of the most
advanced games of action and strategy

written forthe Commodore 64. You will

find It in all major software retailei

FORCOMMODORE64



A YOU SPEAK-
THE COMPUTER OBEYS

Easily programmed voice control

Sensitive to individual voice prints

Instant response on screen

Your attention can stay on the screen

- not on the controls

FORUSE
jj t|

|.
[ j |

ZX Spectrum
HOME COMPUTER UNITS

ONLY
MAJOR PRICE p/in Qr
BREAKTHROUGH O RRP



SHOCK!
HORROR!
SCANDAL!
QUnPKI CITYATTAK. The seven screen, all action,

onUUIV! machine code game. Superb graphics,

smooth game play, a tough challenge for even the

hardened arcade action addict.

Now available on disk.

i

C

UODDODI The journey of your life. . .or death
nUnnUn! ODYSSEY. DescribDescribed by
Popular Computing Weekly as: ‘Addictive

with superb sound effects. An arcade

game worthy of Jeff Minter for its pure

speed of action!’ Pick of the week
(12th- 18th April 1984).

Now available on disk.

SCANDAL! rock
n
n
l
roll

Your chance to

millions of hopefuls

fade. To make the big

time in ‘Showbiz’ and
show the world that you’re

a superstar, not just

another dreamer.

Now available on disk.

<**»> TITV

C'K-tel
Larger branches of John Menzies,

Boots, and Computer Dealers nationwide.

K-tel Software can also be obtained by
sending a cheque or postal order made payable

to:- K-tel International (UK) Ltd. At 620 Western Avenue.
London, W3 OTU. Allow 28 days for delivery.



FEATURE PACKED, 100% MACHINE CODE.

AND PURE ADDICTION.

SO WHICH WILL BLOW FIRST - YOUR COMPUTER OR

YOUR MIND?

ONLY£g-50EACH gjgagp-
I Okay.Tdoro lake my computet to the edge ot meltdown. Send me the following: I

[Cookie Lunar Jetman Pint Q Tran; Am .

JetPoc JelPoc - Expanded VIC 20 AticAloc

. Asnoy ae 10 coucn, i

I Leicestershire. BH
UlfUSaRSTEPLnU THE GHWIEm

Ultimate Ploy The Game is a trade name of Ashby Computers ond Graphics Ltd., TheGnsen, Ashby de la Zouch. Leicestershire, Tel (0530) 411485. Dealer enquiries welcome.



IwIBgl

MORRIS

ORIGINAL WORKS P*.QV\

AUTO!Af^l\
(The P!P\AH '£ 50PTWARE 'AOViSC.")

27, H/GHLAMP ROAD, PO*TS*6UTW,P0i*qKr>v.MSV

HOTLINE 0705 735242 and



FREE!
500 GAMES FROM

VISIONS
IFYOU SUBSCRIBETO

PERSONAL COMPUTERGAMES
NOW!

A Visions game worth up to £8.95

absolutely free! Yes, all you need to do is

take out a year's subscription to your

favourite games magazine, and we'll send

you a games cassette absolutely FREE.

Just fill in the form below, stating

which of the games featured above you

would like free then send it with payment

for your subscription to Personal Computer

Games— and we'll do the rest.

If you prefer call Gill Stevens on

01-439 4242 Ext 226 with your credit

card details.

Subscribe today, and be certain of

getting your free Visions game and your

copy of Personal Computer Games every

month.



Screen Test

Pages of reviews, ratings and screenshots in a month packed with
exciting releases

SOFTWARE

SPECTRUM



ll«l

CAME: ALICE IN VIDEOLAND

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: AUDIOGENIC, DISK £ I

CAME: SHEEP IN SPACE

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: LLAMASOFT, £7.50

The Zzyaxians have placed a number of eating grass i

Charge Carriers on the two surfaces. l'"”

These steal charges from your power

stations and dump it onto the Planet

Buster. Once this charge reaches five

ton you can waveyour planetbye-bye.

the In the free space between the two

tave planets you will encounter even more

the nasties. These nasties will follow you

ulti- and your only escape is to out-fly them

rese ordestroy them.

t to Since the planets have a large surface

iow. you can D-jump. This will warp you to

adly an area with an alien. An indicator on

screen tells you how many aliens remain

ying to be destroyed before you enter the

lid's next level.

icial Of course all this action makes the

tape sheepoid hungry. You must therefore

ove. watch your stomach level and keep

SOUND

E64 • COMMODORE 64 • CO
mum
UtiUi

CAME: SPIDER AND THE FLY

1 MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

1 CONTROL: JOYSTICK

1 FROM: INTERCEPTOR. £7.00

The number of nasties increa.

each level, but apart from that the

remains very much the same. Web
capture flies, but this game won
ture your interest.

“ M 'SB'
1 with an ^aversion to crecpy-crawlies.

You're a spider trying to trap flies and

1 butterflies by encircling them with your

web. The nasties you must avoid are

hands and aerosol cans.

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL



Screen Test

MODORE 64 • COMMODORE 64
CAMS: SKRAMBLE

MACNINC: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL) KEYS. JOYSTICK

FROM: RABBIT, £5.99

Quite simply the best version of this

timeless arcade game yet released on the

64. Colourful, chunky graphics: smooth,
flicker-free scrolling: plus all the usual

features - rockets, phizzers. fireballs,

skyscrapers, etc. A fantastic zap. Some
game-players may find the first stage a

the point of running around collecting

keys to go through doors?
What was so exciting about jumping

up and catching rocking horses? Why
was there no strategic interest what-
soever in the chess board sequence?
Why was control so difficult in the
croquet game?

All very good questions, dear reader,

but I'm afraid neither 1 nor the little elf

know the answers.
Perhaps some wicked fairy put a curse

proceeds at the same pace as the original

arcade version.

Slow or not. I returned to it again, and
again. and again, and again... CA

GRAPHICS 7

SOUND 5

ORIGINALITY 1

LASTING INTEREST 8
OVERALL 8

on the programmer after he designed the
brilliant opening sequence. Or perhaps
it was all a curious dream. . . SC

GAME: SON OF BIAGGER
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: KEYS. JOYSTICK

FROM) AILIGATA, £7.95

In january Alligata released Blagger for

the Commodore 64, one of a number of

Manic Miner derivatives. Son of Blog-
ger takes the platform-game idea one
stage further.

What makes it special is that the room
through which your character is

wandering is much bigger than the
screen itself. The screen is simply a
window on to the room which scrolls in

four directions to keep the character

always in the centre of the picture.

This innovation means that the rooms
can contain a more complicated obsta-

cle course than those in other platform

games. Son of Blagger contains a total

of 12 large, interconnected rooms, mak-
ing up a single giant complex.
This complex is supposed to be the

National Security HQ from which Blag-

ger’s son Slippeiy Sid is trying to escape.

He needs to collect all the keys he finds

to make his way through the numerous
sections ofthe building.

All the normal features of a platform-

game are included in Son of Blagger
There are floors that disappear beneath
your feet; conveyor belts which drag you
off in the wrong direction; ladders that

will move you up automatically; the ever

present deadly bushes; and slides - if Sid

ends up at the bottom of one ofthese it's

not always possible to get back up. Oh,
by the way. make sure that you don't

bump into any of the security guards on
your way down a slide.

The security guards arc obviously

created out of some mad scientist's

nightmare. There are boots, ghosts.

that even Alligata don't have a name for

them! And all arc depicted in chunky,
colourful graphics.

On the reverse ofthe instruction sheet

Alligata have supplied a map of the

whole complex showing all 12 rooms.

Planning your route is the only way to

get all ofthe keys.

This has got to be the best platform-

type game around for the 64, SNC

GRAPHICS 9

SOUND 8

ORIGINALITY 4

LASTING INTEREST 8



!E 64 • COMMODORE 64 •

presentsyou with pcculia

The start of the game
zooming onto the screen

with the space-station, Galaxy Ranger.

Suddenly the aliens attack and you

have to quickly get the hang of spinning

u lnu UCB™ .... around the rim. This is accomplished

spins a pod firing a double cannon simply by moving the joystick up or

'
' ofapproaching alien ships, down. When you run out ol ammo you

circle of futuristic metal is

SAME: CYBOTRON
MACHIMl COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: ANIROG, £7.95

This is a very playable version of Kobol-

ron. an old arcade favourite where you

rush about the screen blasting away at

Anirog's turbo loading system is a

boon for games players, and you can sit

CAME: BEACH-HEAD

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: US GOLD. £9.95

You have been put in charge of a fleet of

ten ships. Your objective is to land an

attack force of tanks and eventually

destroy the fortress of Kuhn-Lin.

When the game starts you must decide

either to move your fleet directly to-

wards the enemy fleet or try to guide it

through a hidden passage. Either way
you will eventually have to battle it out

with the enemy fleet.

Ifyou choose the hidden passage, the

display will show a large pool sur-

rounded by high walls. The pool has an

automatic defence system which con-

tinuously fires torpedoes and is also

mined. You must guide one ship at a

time through the hazards.

Next follows the air battle. This is the

most realistic shoot-'em-up I've ever

come across. The enemy planes take off

from the carrier in the distance and

scream towards you with guns blazing.

Once you’ve done away with the

enemy aircraft the ships start shooting at

you. It’s hard not to dive behind a chair

as the enemy shells whistle towards you.

If any of your ships survive the bom-
bardment you can land the tanks. You
arc given two tanks for each of the

remaining ships in your fleet. An obsta-

cle course blocks the tanks from the

castle and you must manoeuvre your

way past anti-tank guns, walls and

numerous other objects.

Eventually you may make it to the

fortress which you must destroy by

hitting with ten shells. This isn’t easy as

you can only get shells through ‘win-

dows' which light up when they are

vulnerable. Oh, and don't forget the

enemy is still firing atyou.

Beach-Head’s spectacular sound and

graphics bring amazing realism to your

64. Load up this game, put the sound

through your hi-fi and the neighbours

will think World War III has started.

SNC

JULY 1984
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CAME) SOLO FLIGHT

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: US GOLD. £14.95 CASS/DISK

If you've ever fancied yourself as the

pilot of a light aircraft then Solo Flight

will give you the chance.

You have the option of flying your

aircraft in Kansas. Colorado or

Washington. Each area has a differing

If you choose the mail-run you must
deliver a certain amount of mail in the

fastest time possible. You decide how
much fuel and post to take on board.

Once you have decided where to fly

and the difficulty you will be given the

view of your cockpit. Probably the har-

dest thing to get used to with this

simulation is the fact that you can see

your own plane. However this does

make it very easy to see exactly what it is

doing. You are given all of the usual

seeing the airfields pass below you is

very good. A nice touch to the simula-

tion is (he ability to look through the

front, rear, and two side windows.
The aircraft is very easy to handle and

after a few crash landings even the

clumsiest pilot should manage to land

without too many bumps.
Solo Flight is a very good simulation,

allowing you to sit in the cpmfort ofyour
own home and happily Dy around the

USA. At least until the wind gets up, or

the cloud lowers, or your instruments

decide to pack in... SNC
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TROOPA-TRUCK

COMMODORE 64

JOYSTICK, KEYS

RABBIT, E5.91

park as a mini but ever so useful over the

‘roughest terrain of the planet Zon'.

Troopa-Truck is. of course, one of

those Moon Buggy-style games in

which you have to jump over craters,

When you're ‘marooned deep in space blast obstacles and fight off hostile

on a hostile planet’ it's a relief to know airborne aliens.

you've got a reliable vehicle to get about The blue wagon trundles across the

in. In this game you're lucky enough to screen from left to right on its three sets

have a ‘Multi-Terrain Amphibious of wheels. In its path appear deep

Armoured Patrol Wagon'; notaseasy to craters and large rocks -jump or blast as

i a plotCAMK: PIGS IN SPACE bizarre scenarios. Consider tl

MACHINI: COMMODORE 64 and you know what I mean.

. i/-wcTirv «vc A pig travels up and down the side ol
« JOYSTICK, Kt s

. [he screen in a basket. Armed with a
l ACE, £2.99 bow and arrow, it fires away at wolves

:me was obviously inspired by who drop by parachute or balloon. If it

unusual game that hits them they plunge to their deaths.

made a brief appearance in the arcadt

and has since appeared on a number of

home computers.

Poo-Yan has one of the all-time most

games the wolves

are after your piglets. This time they

seem to be more interested in you. When
they reach the ground they rush towards

i ZODIAC

j COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: ANIROG, £7.95 CASS,

£9.95 DISK

Zodiac is a version of the Atari game
Shamus, which in turn has certain

similarities to that old arcade veteran,

Anirog's turbo loading system gets the

program running almost as soon as

you've sal down to play. The idea of the

game is to wander along corridors blast-

ing away at hostile droids and collecting

objects- in this case signs of the Zodiac.

When you reach the edge of the

i the display scrolls appropriately

Your enemies home in

SAMI: DEATH STAR

MACHINIl COMMODORE 64

1 JOYSTICK

1 RABBIT SOFTWARE, £5.99

n take itthe arcades, and nov _

home with you. Unfortunately for Rab-

bit there are now a number of these

Buck Rogers-style games for the 64, and

theirs is not the best bya long shot. SC

Blast aliens as they hurtle towards you

in a 3D scrolling alleyway. Coloured

stripes form the landscape and the

aliens are chunky, if undistinguished.

You saw it in Star Wars, you played it in

GRAPHICS

ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

CAMIl COSMIC BOUNCE
MACHINI: COMMODORE 64

KEYS, JOYSTICK

I CABLE SOFTWARE, £7.50

chance collision with your power supp-

ly in the centre ofthe screen. Fast action,

but not much else. CA

Single-screen space game in which you
destroy aliens by firing a single indes-

tructible plasma bolt. This keeps bounc-

ing round the screen at high speed and

you must recover it before it has a

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

BURGER CHASE
COMMODORE 64

KEYS, JOYSTICK

SUPERSOFT, £6.95

June. The pepper is harder to use

tively. Believe me. when you’ve

chased by a fried egg and a couple

dogs, you don't want to have to

about a faulty pepper shaker.

Another rendering ofthe arcade game in

which you walk over bun-halves and

various other bits of food to form four

burgers. This one's fun, but not as

impressive as Burger Time reviewed in

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

JULY 1984
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as you appear, which can be fatal if they

happen to be too close when you enter a

new screen. Even at the highest level

they don’t move too fast, but they do
seem to get more aggressive as the game

Contact with either the walls or the

opposition is fatal, and loses one ofyour
five lives. There are four speed settings,

but most arcade aficionados will find

that only the fastest is really satisfying.

GAME: SLINKY

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: AUDIOGENIC, £7.90 CASS,

£12.95 DISK

Q°Bert has been replaced by a slinky

(one of those springs that will walk
down stairs). A rectangle has replaced
the pyramid but you still have to colour
in the blocks. Slinky is probably a better

GAME: AMBUSH
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: VIRGIN, £7.95

This is a straightforward shoot-'em-up.

Keep your finger on the fire button and
blast away at sprite after sprite as they

descend from above and bounce about

the screen. Ifyou hit them they split into

GAME: TRIAD

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: UVEWIRE, £8.95

Another of the increasingly popular 3D
shoot-'em-ups.

Speeding down the Tachyon tunnel
come the Triads, colourful and substan-

tial aliens. Get them in your laser sights

JULY 1984

Selecting the slowest speed means you
have to spend rather a long time trudg-

ingabout the place.

Anirog claim that there are 300
stretches of corridor to explore, and I

can well believe it. There isn't a great

deal of variation in your enemies' tac-

tics. however, and after a while the

interest of the game begins to revolve

around findingall the Zodiac signs.

Zodiac is an enjoyable shoot-’em-up.

game than the original; you even get the

1812 Overture and cartoons between
each level. Need 1 say more? A game not

to be missed. SNC

GRAPHICS 7
SOUND 7
ORIGINALITY 3
LASTING INTEREST 8

OVERALL 8

two and move faster. Dull graphics and
sound, this game's only attraction is

endless, and mindless, zapping. SC

GRAPHICS 4
SOUND 3
ORIGINALITY 1
LASTING INTEREST 5

OVERALL 4

anil give mem a gooo zap.

Survive this and you have a deep-

space meteor storm to worry about.

Nine levels, reasonable graphics and
good sound. PC

GRAPHICS J
SOUND

;
7

ORIGINALITY 6
LASTING INTEREST $
OVERALL 5

but doesn't offer anything new. The
sound is good and the graphics adequ-
ate. It all adds up to a very playable game
with no surprises. SC I

GRAPHICS 5

SOUND 6
ORIGINALITY 2

LASTING INTEREST 6
OVERALL 5
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Concentration

European Jigsaw

Labyrinth Run
Magatari

Maths tor Fun

Marathon

Nursery Rhymes
Rebel Probe

Scott Adams Adv.

Solitaire

States & Capitals

SuperCube

AdventureOn Boat

Alien Hell

Alien Swarm
Andromeda

Apple Panic

ArmorAssault

Assembler (Cass.)

Asteroid Miners

Astron IV

Astro Warrior

AttackatEp-Cyg4

Baja Buggies

Basic Commander
Basic Routines

Basket Ball

Battle of Shiloh

Beta Fighter

Bowling

Bug Attack

Bug Off

Bumper Ball

Candy Factory

Canyon Climber

Captivity

Chicken

Choplifter

Chopper Rescue

ClaimJumper
Clowns 8 Balloons

Conv. Italian

Conv. Spanish

Crypts of Terror

Crypts of the Undead

Curse of Ra
Cyclod

David's Midnight Magic

Dodge Racer

Embargo
- Energy Czar

Escape Vulcan Isle

Fantastic Voyage
Fastchip

Firebird

Frogger

GalacticChase
Genetic Drift

Ghost Encounters

Ghost Hunter

Gorf

Guardians ofGom
Hazard Run
Hellcat Ace

Invaders (Roklan)

Invasion Prog 1

Journey to Planets

King Arthurs Heir

Kingdom
Krazy Antics

Krazy Kritters

Krazy Shootout

K-Star Patrol

Labyrinth

Legionnaire

D Matchracer

D Mini Word Pro'

C/D Mission Asteroid

C MoonbaselO
C Mouskattack

C Music Box

C Nautilus

D Nuke Sub/Galaxy DF
D Oswalds Adventure

D Pacific Coast Highway

D Paint

C Pathfinder

C/D Picnic Paranoia

R Plattermania

C Player Missile Ed.

R Programming 6502
R Protector 1

1

D Race in Space
C/D Rasterblaster

C/D Ricochet

C Robbythe Robot
C S.A.M.

D Sammy Sea Serpent

C/D Sands of Egypt

C/D Sea Fox
D Sentinel 1

C/D Shamus
D Shattered Alliance

C Shooting Arcade

C Shooting Gallery

C Sky Rescue

D Slime

C Snake-Byte

R Sneakers

R Snooper Troops

R Soccer (Gamma)
R Space Ace
C Space Eggs

D Space Shuttle

D Starbase Hyperion

Starship Duel

Statistic 1 Atari

Stellar Shuttle

Stratos

Strip Poker

Super Breakout

The Nightmare

Threshold

Time Bomb
Track Attack

Tricky Tutorial 1

Tricky Tutorial 2
Tricky Tutorial3

Tricky Tutorial 4

Tricky Tutorial 5
Tricky Tutorial 6
Tricky Tutorial 7

Tumble Bugs
Turmoil

Tutti Frutti

Ulysses

Upper Reaches Apsi

Up, Up 8 Away
Utility Pak No. 1

Utility Pak No. 2

Warlocks Revenge
Way Out

Wizard 8 Princess

Wizard of Wor
Wordmania
Wordrace

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

Visicalc D £80

Atari WordPro' D £30

File Manager800 D £35

Text Wizard D £30

To: Currys Micro-Systems, 5-11 Martineau Way, Union Street, Birmingham B2 4UJ.
Telephone: 021-233 1105

Please send me the following items of software. (C: Cassette, D: Disk, Rom: Cartridge).

Add £1.00 for p 8 p if only 1 item is ordered

I enclose a cheque/postal order for
|

£

Please charge my Access/Barclaycard No

PC GAMES



Screen Test
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ODORE 64 • COMMODORE 64
AQUANAUT

isCOMMODORE 64

.S JOYSTICK

FROM: INTERCEPTOR, £7.00

Captain Sensible was seen to play this

program at the PCG Easter Show - in

return for a free Commodore 64 from
Interceptor. It needs that kind of in-

il’s incredibly frustrating.

You're the captain (sensible or other-

wise) of a lethally armed submarine.

Your mission is to guide it through a

series of underwater caverns infested

with deadly dangers. These include

guided missiles, sea-tanks, hovering

mine-layers and hunting mines.

The latter in particular you will grow
to hate very deeply because they home
in on you ruthlessly. If you can avoid

them for about 10 seconds they self-

destruct, but by then it’s usually too late.

Your journey through the caverns

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

comes in five different stages. There’s

not a great deal of action in each stage,

but it’s still very difficult to survive.

In stage one you have to learn where
and when to take shelter from heat-

seeking missiles. In stage two, after

inchingyour way through the narrowest

of gaps, you encounter the dreaded
homing mines and underwater rockets.

Stage three features hovering mine
layers, and so on. After you’ve com-

pleted the mission, you start again with

a lot more weapons ranged against you.

Your submarine moves slowly, but I

very smoothly, and the picture scrolls I

nicely as you enter new parts of the

cavern.

The sound is good: there are som
very attractive renderings of famous se

shanties to accompany the action, and
|

your torpedoes make a satisfying 'who-

osh' when fired.

What makes the game frustrating is

that although there isn't all that much to

do, you have to spend ages learning

it, the relatively slow pace of the game
means you can get bored working I

through the stages you know.
" ‘

CAME: THE PYRAMID

MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: JOYSTICK, KEYS

FROM: FANTASY SOFTWARE, £6.50

Many a curse is reputed to fall on those

who penetrate the sanctity of a phar-

aoh's tomb. Yet many are willing to take

the chance, for they believe that in the

pyramid lies the answer to the 'Ultimate

Question of Life’.

Well, you don’t have to buy the

mumbo-jumbo to enjoy The Pyramid.
the popular Spectrum mega-zap now
converted for the Commodore 64.

You start the game in the chamber at

rooms. Your task is to get to the base
level - the 15th level.

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

differe

i, making double the number there

were in the Spectrum version.

You are cast in the role of Ziggy the

astronaut, who is floating around inside

this pyramid in his 'exploratory capsul
with great defensive shield power and
highly effective phased plasmic laser t-

atomize the aliens'. Essentially, he's

spaceman in a bubble, which is

job, because you need some protection

with all these vicious aliens around.
Each room has two exits at the bot-

tom. These are guarded by force fields

which change colour as you weaken
them. To do this Ziggy must capture the

which of the perilous rc

The game starts quite easily, bi

time you get to level six or si

going gets reallytough.

GAME: JUNGLE STORY
MACHINE: COMMODORE 64

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: MASTERTRONIC, £1.99

Surprisingly good graphics for the

money. But a very simple game with a

dreary background 'tune'.

You dodge snakes, elephants, spears

and coconuts and shoot tigers. Then you
do that some more. Then you move up a
level and do the same a bit faster. Finally

GRAPHICS
SOUND
ORIGINAUTY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

you get bored and try something else.

The cassette inlay instructions di

scribe the game quite incorrectly, in

plying that eventually you reach a vi

lage. You don’t. On the other hand, tf

game only costs two quid. C

CAME: PLANET ZEUS/INSECTS

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: ENIGMA, £5.50

Another double deal from Enigma. The
first is a version of Space Invaders with

good sound but rather clumsy graphics.

The second game, Insects, has you
protecting little men at the bottom ofthe

screen from aliens descending from

above. Neither game will have you
punishingyour joystick for long.

GRAPHICS
SOUNO
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

JULY 1984



to* VIC 20* VIC 20 • VIC 20 •
GAME) COMPUTER WAR
MACHINE: VIC 20 + 8K

CONTROL: KEYS. JOYSTICK

FROM: CREATIVE SPARKS. £5.95

As you've probably guessed this game is

based on the film ‘War Games'. This

young computer wizard to save human-

ity - it’s up to you.

GAME: TOWER OF EVIL

MACHINE: VIC 20 + 8K

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: CREATIVE SPARKS. £5.95

This game from new software house

Creative Sparks should give Vic owners
many hours ofenjoyable alien bashing,

Playing Tower of Evil is a bit like-

playing a watered-down version of Atic

GAME: PLANET ZACRON, PLANET

PLAKTON
MACHINE: VIC 20 + 8K

CONTROL: KEYS. JOYSTICK

FROM: ENIGMA SOFTWARE, £5.50

Two games on one tape here. The first.

PlaneI Zacron. is a straightforward bit-

blaster with a horizontal scrolling dis-

play-

GAME: QUASIMODO
MACHINE: VIC 20+8K
CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: ACE. £2.99

The bells! The bells! I must ring the

bells. My Esmeralda, that pretty gypsy

girl, is going to be hungby the evil Count
D’Arcy for refusing his love. I must get

across the battlements to rescue her.

thermo-nuclear war is imminent. Some
nut has broken into the North American

Air Defence System computer and

started a nuclear war simulalion.

However the computer thinks that an

enemy is really attacking and is getting

ready to retaliate.

You're presented with a map of North

America, Placed around the map are a

number of missile bases and the head-

Alac. You move from room to room

blasting the occupants and collecting

treasures.

There arc seven levels and you must

ascend through each of these to rescue

the Princess on the top floor. In each

level you will find a key, a pile of gold,

some cups containing magic potions,

and a magic stairway.

Picking up the potions either doubles

your firepower for a while, or else makes

The aliens enter from the right and

move in fixed paths across the screen.

Your ship can move up, down, left, and

rigid.
. , ,

The opposition is accompanied by

numerous asteroids which cannot be

destroyed. You start off with four lives,

and bonus lives seem to be added at

fairly frequent intervals.

The sound is good enough but the

graphics verge on the criminal. The

Yes, it’s Hunchback time, folks, and

Quasimodo's got the hump again. Not

surprising really. It can't be much fun

being an ‘ugly mute hunchback'

hopelessly in love with a girl who’s been

abducted by a filthy aristocrat.

lust as well for him that he's an agile

fellow, because negotiating the Count's

guards is not easy - they have a wicked

way with their spears. Quasi starts at the

left-hand side of the screen and has to

quarters of NORAD. On this map you

can see all of the attacking missiles as

white dots. These are a little too small

and it’s possible to miss the dots as they

move around the screen.

You must move your cursor over the

attacking missile and press the fire

button. The display then shows you the

section of the USA where the missile is

supposed to be and you get a chance to

shoot it down. No real challenge here.

you temporarily invincible. Adding the

gold to your collection is important for

In order to move from one level to

another, you must first find the key, and

then find the stairway. Entering the

stairway without first finding the key

means you are as likely to drop down a

level as you are to go up one.

You have five lives, and ifyou lose one

while carrying a key, the program takes

meteorites dicker terribly, explosions

are reflected in other areas of the screen,

and one alien even got stuck at the edge

of the display and couldn’t leave the

game. Under the circumstances. I felt

very sorry for it.

You can only fire straight ahead, so

tactical play is limited to plonking your

ship in the alien’s flight path and press-

ing the fire button. Since each alien fires

once only, you can soon start high-

hop, skip and jump to the right where he

can ring Esmerclda’s bell for his points.

If he rings five times in succession he’s

awarded a 'super bonus'. Between

Quasi and the lady of his dreams there

are 15 levels.

The battlements have three holes in

which lurk the Count's helmeted

guards. When Quasi enters on level one

the guards seem to be away on their'

tea-break so it's a reasonably simple

GAME: ALPHA BLASTER

MACHINE: VIC 20 UNEXPANDED
CONTROL: KEYS. JOYSTICK

FROM: SUMLOCK, £7.95

Alpha Blaster is proof positive that an

Unexpanded Vic needn’t stop you from

beingan inter-galactic alien smasher.

This is a very simple game, but the

graphics are clear and flicker-free. The

GAME: DAM BUSTA

MACHINE: VIC 20 UNEXPANDED
CONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: RABBIT, £5.99

No memory expansion and a two-screen

game usually spell boredom for the

games-reviewer. But surprise, surprise -

three hours later and I was still glued to

the screen, upsetting the office with

frequent howls of frustration.

sound isn't anything to write home
about, but you can’t have everything in

There^s the usual laser base at the

bottom of the screen, though this one is

perhaps a little too wide for comfort.

Nevertheless it moves smoothly and

control is precise and responsive.

There are three attack waves to sur-

vive. In the first, the aliens move across

the screen from left to right, slowly

Dam Busta is an underwater demoli-

tion game. A frogman has to plant three

bombs in the wall of a dam and escape

before they explode.

On the first screen he has lo swim
from top-left to the exit through the

rocks at the bottom right. The water is

barracuda infested' - if Ihese creatures

seem to resemble overgrown tadpoles

more closely than fish, then you must

remember that this is a program for the

unexpanded machine.

descending and dropping bombs. You
must get them all before they reach the

bottom ofthe screen.

The second wave have obviously been

slightly intimidated by your vicious fire-

power. They hover about the screen,

descending slowly. They drop bombs
too, but you can avoid them easily.

liie third level is perhaps the hardest.

Meteorites rain down the screen, and

you must either dodge them or destroy

Your frogman is well-animated and

you can easily discern his aqualung on
the back of his stylish red wetsuit. He's

armed with aharpoon and is pretty nifty

at pronging the barracuda. His real

problem is that he only has 60 seconds

of air to complete the whole mission, so

he has to continually surface to stock up

with the breathable.

Once through to the second screen

his task becomes very difficult. Here the

fish are arranged in a tight, phalanx-like



Screen Tes* i

Vt20 • VIC 20 • VIC 20 • VIC 20*
just do it as fast as possible.

If you shoot down a missile then you
must solve a computer generated puz-
zle. All that you have to do is to quickly
find a match to the shape the computer
gives you. If you fail a new missile will

appear.

And on it goes. More missiles appear,
the puzzles get harder, and eventually a
nuclear war erupts. So much for res-

cuing humanity, all you appear to do is

to delay the holocaust by a few minutes.
Graphics and sound are rather weak,

and without anything exciting in the

game-play to hold your attention bore-

dom rapidly sets in. SNC

GRAPHICS 4 I

SOUND 3

ORIGINALITY 6

LASTING INTEREST 3

OVERALL 3 I

it from you and hides if again in one of
the rooms.

On the first level the aliens just chase
you, but they get faster, more intelligent,

and deadlier as you go on. After level

one they start firing atyou as well.

Tower of Evil is simplicity itself to

play. You’re liable to run out ofenergy at

times, but picking up a treasure gets you
going again.

If you’re the heroic type into storming

castles and rescuing damsels in distress,

then forget the Milk Tray and try Tower
ofEvil instead. SC

scoring with little fear of retribution.

Just before you run out of fuel, you get

the chance to refill your tanks by collect-

ing pods as they rush towards you. It

pays to be fairly nippy otherwise the
aliens get them first. During play you
face a number of different opponents,
but all adopt similar tactics and none are

particularly exciting to look at.

On the other side of the tape is a game
called PlaneI Plakton. It's a feeble

matter to get across using the jump and
left/right keys.

By level two they’ve returned, re-

freshed, and Quasi has to leap over the

spears. Things get more hectic on the
third level with arrows whizzing to-

wards him. On four the walls are invisi-

ble, on five the spears start to move up
and down, on six fireballs zoom across
at head height and by level 1 1 there are

spears coming from both directions as

them. If you survive this level without

losing all your three lives then there's a
quick re-fuelling stage before starting

again at the beginning.

The nice thing about Alpha Blaster is

that although there are only three
waves, there are also three graphic sets,

and the graphics are redefined after each
refuelling stage, so the game doesn't get

too repetitious.

Alpha Blaster also gets faster the

formation and fire their own harpoons.
But if you can blast the boss barracuda
in the third rank they become stationary
and letyou get on with your job.

Even more troublesome is the heli-

copter which comes whizzing over and
bombs you - usually before you get
anywhere near the dam to plant your
bomb. If you do manage to leave a
bomb, you still have to get back to the
base before your air runs out and then
do the whole business twice more.

version of Missile Command with the

poorest ofgraphics.

Two games for the price ofone sounds
likea bargain, but in this case it isn't. SC

GRAPHICS 2

ORIGINALITY 1

LASTING INTEREST 2
OVERALL

;
3_

well as all the other dangers.

On the whole the graphics are rather

blurry, but the colours arc bright and the

sound is loud, ifnot subtle. PC

GRAPHICS 4
SOUND 6

ORIGINALITY 3

LASTING INTEREST 5

OVERALL 5

longer you play. People seem to be
squeezing more and more into the unex-
panded Vic. Sumlock's game squeezes
with the best of 'em. SC

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

Dam Busta is a compelling game,
mainly because time is tight and the

hazards arc so tricky. The playability is

well-supported too. with a display of

quite nifty graphics and sound. PC

GRAPHICS 1
SOUND 6

ORIGINALITY 7

LASTING INTEREST 5
OVERALL 6
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QUALITY ARCADE ACTION GAMtS l-OR IHb ' i

COMMODORE 64^£7.95<^
QfLLfiXIOnS

The earth Is being
Invaded by an alien

force, the GALAXIONS have
arrived from a dying planet, determined
to destroy civilization as we know It.

They come In formation, swooping and
diving towards the planet earth. You and
you alone can save mankind from the

terrifying destruction the aliens threaten

Guide Thomas the cat

along the 13 walls of SOLAR
street to his lady triend,

!who awaits him on the end
wall, but beware of

the Hying boots,

bottles'and mops, which are

just a tew ot the hazards you will encounter.

£
oathmm *4

rA tantastic version «

ot this popular ’

arcade game.

<053

iHobin todjcSHroaic

In days ot old when
knights were bold and
the sherltt was In power,

to play this game guide Robin Hood,

to Marian locked up In the tower.

. . . _ _ .
picnic

there came the smell ol hone^
So oil he went to find the

hive to lill his empty tummy
The bees that guard honey
pots are sharpening up
their stings as teddy nils

imply turn sweet melodys

Guide Boris up the ladders, to collect a coin

from the top ot the screen, but beware! the

bogy men are out to get you. He must return

to the bottom of the screen, avoiding the

bogy men and insert the coin in the electric

meter. The lights will

come on enabling you
i see the pitch fork, and

alter retrieving it, kill the
bogy men,

UNEXPANDED VIC20
SuficrSiuitoid £5*00 **«• £5*00
getamMet £5*00 QflLflXOIS £5*00

cun fight £5*00
ASTEROIDS £5*00

B & I6K EXPANDED VIC20
£7.95
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One ofAmerica’s most populargames

THE ULTIMATE INBATTLE ACTION...

MtACIMIEAl)
|Py .JOL...U /

-

Sm ,
'w

commodore

Incredible3-DGraphics

Unbelievable Sound

UniqueGamesConcept

Multiple Screens

Scenario

100Z Machine
Language

Ifs a unique arcade experience in

sound and vision and a stunning
displc

capal

Another quality product from
ACCESS Software.

^SETTL DISK*LZ™
-k'k-k'k-k-k-k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k'k-k'k
THE ULTIMATE IN AMERICAN SOFTWARE

FOR YOU ON U.S. GOLD
US. Gold is

DEALERS! I

Gold Stockist write to: Centresoft Ltd., Unit 24. Tipton
Trading Estate. Bloomfield Road. Tipton. West Midlands
DY4 9AH. Telephone: 021-520 7591.
Overseas enquiries welcome. AllAmerican5oftvte
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unit. For those ofus without this facility,

Hewson recommends removal of the

lead to the tape recorder's ear socket.

This results in a briefing’ being heard

through the tape recorderspeaker.

After the briefing, 3D Luna Attack

becomes fairly standard 'blobchaser'

fare. The objective is to penetrate three

successive Seiddab defensive zones and

then to destroy the command base.

Recommended tactics are toavoid wast-

The cast features killer tomatoes,

manic mushrooms and psycho swedes,

all gunning for the hero Smiffy.

He's a humble lad who’s trying to

make a living by pulling up the weeds in

a cabbage patch. He earns £100 per

weed, but loses £25 if he accidentally

uproots a cabbage.

The first screen is a display of green

cabbages on a black background. Smif-

fy’s very nicely animated figure strolls

GAME: DISCO DAN
MACHINE! SPECTRUM 48K

CONTROL: KEYS, KEMP, CUR

FROM! GEM SOFTWARE. £4.95

With a name like Disco Dan you’ll

probably be expecting to find a teenage

bopper going around his local discos.

Well you’d be wrong. This Disco Dan is

about to stop the Galaxy exploding and

rescue all of its inhabitants.

A number of nuclear reactors in space

have become very unstable. Dan must
visit these reactors and deactivate them.

Once the patrol ship has dropped him

off you find Dan in the hyper-tunnel

that leads to the reactor core. Dan must
run down this tunnel while avoiding

potholes, lasers, and mutant pac-men.

Dodge the potholes and pac-men and

jump over the laser beams. The tunnel is

represented in 3D with the nasties get-

ting biggeras theycome towardsyou.



Screen Test
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ing fuel and energy attacking outer third zone features self-activating mis-

defence zones (although destroying silc silos. Finally, the command zone is

these does add to your score). the setting for you to make strafing runs

The main objective is to reach the on the Seiddab base,

command base and destroy it. allowing Other hazards are enemy hoverfigh-

the player to get back to his/her base for ters. which may appear at any time and
refuelling. The first zone features DAB will tempt you to waste energy by
tanks, which may be destroyed by laser dodging them.
fire. Next comes a mountainous zone I found this game somewhat over-

which contains aerial mines that ex- complicated to play using the keyboard,

plode if you pass too close to them. The but selection of the joystick option

results in a fast-moving arcade game.

Graphics are good, and 1 suspect that

he Currah unit will add a lot to the

enjoyment. SM

GRAPHICS 6
SOUND 5

ORIGINALITY 5
LASTING INTEREST _S

OVERALL 5

round the scrolling landscape trying to look much happier with their lot in life,

get the weeds which sporadically However, they’re no more intelligent

appear. and don't pose too much of a problem.

But he also has to avoid the grim- Neither do the purple manic
looking tomatoes who'll chew him up mushrooms which are the next hazard,

given half a chance. It’s not too difficult although they do seem to have a little

as they are pretty dumb fruit. When more grey matter.

Smiffy’s first day's work is done he goes Revenge is graphically very attractive

back to face the additional problem of and the scrolling is exceptionally

those psycho swedes. These are of a smooth. Control is easy with the user-

similar rotund shape but arc yellow and defined keys. There are ten skill levels

and somegood sound effects.

But the game is disappointingbecause
here is not enough for you to do. Even

at the fastest levels you're still waiting to

>e excited. PC

GRAPHICS 7

ORIGINALITY 5

LASTING INTEREST 4

OVERALL 5

Once you've reached the Beam room To make life difficult for Dan a num- rotates in response to the control keys.

Dan is kitted out with a laser and a ber of mutant atoms appear in the Disco Dan has obviously been derived

radiation suit before being beamed reactor. If these touch Dan his energy is from Q"Bert. However, enough new
down into the reactor. reduced. A shot from Dan s laser will touches have been added to make it

The reactor consists of a number of blast the atoms away from him. original and fun to play. SNC
coloured discs. Each of the discs has a At later levels Dan can expect visits

number between 0 and 6 marked on it. A from Ron the Robot. If Dan comes into

6 means that the disc is about to explode, contact with Ron he loses one of his

and a 0 means that the disc is stable. By lives. So Dan must use his laser to stop

jumping around the discs he can reduce him moving around,

the numbers on them. The numbers All of the graphics in this section

eventually reach zero and stability. move very well, the atoms spin and Dan

GRAPHICS _ 7
SOUND S

ORIGINALITY 6
LASTING INTEREST 7

OVERALL 7

PCCHIT PCC HIT * PCC HIT PCG HIT * PCG HIT * PCG HIT * PCG HIT * PCG HIT *

psytRON circular corridor. A small panel on the

bottom right of the screen gives you a
MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K nice3D view oftheaction.
CONTROL: KEYS. KEMP Level two is a good deal more dif-

FROM: BEYOND. £9.95 ficult. It's a 3D shoot-’em-up in which
your aim is to destroy the spinning alien

The two engineers who programmed ships as they zoom in to drop bombs on
1 > this game are said to have spent 7 your base. What makes it difficult is that

months full-time work on it. It shows, you have to keep them at bay on all ten

Psylron is one of the most ambitious different screens at once. Your only

and intricate games yet seen on a micro, hope of avoiding serious damage is to

The Psytron is a super-computer learn which of the attackers are most
which you use to run an advanced space dangerous and concentrate on them,

station. The first thing you’ll like about The programme documentation, which
the game is the way the colony is drawn, takes the form of a large, beautifully

From your position in the centre of it, produced booklet, could have been
you can look out in ten different direc- more helpful on this point,

tions (just press a key 0-9). Each of these In level three you must both do the

ten views is an imaginative, high- shooting and chase the saboteurs. In

resolution drawing showing such things levels four and five the strategy element
as fuel tanks, the medical unit, the of the game is realized. You can halt the

pleasure dome. etc. action by going into 'freeze-time' and
The colony of course is under attack, begin allocating men to carry out repairs

your job is to save it. But the eventual and ordering fresh supplies from your
skills required are so complex that the mothership,
program sensibly introduces them to To get from one level to the next, you
you one element at a time, by taking you must achieve a sequence of five separate

through five training levels before you scores which average higher than the

can begin the real battle. prescribed pass mark. Once you’ve done
In level one you have to destroy alien this however, you can save your ‘service

saboteurs which are being dropped into record’ on tape and hence continue
the colony. This involves using a service from where you left off when you re-

droid to chase them through the main load the game. Nevertheless it's likely to

take many hours of play before you can
each the real battle where your goal is

imply to survive as long as possible.

Most games which try to combine
arcade action with intricate strategy fail

lismally. What makes Psylron special is

he fact that its many elements are all

inked to each other in a convincing

way.

For example, damage to the supply
>ort will hold up supplies, damaged
airlocks will hold up the rate of repairs,

bombed freeze-time generator could

irevent you entering freeze-time and a

lit oxygen or fuel supply would jeopar-

lize the entire colony. You must con-

tantly decide priorities.

The effort needed to take on such a
letailed simulation may not appeal to

everyone. Players who like a game
which gets straight down to furious

mega-zapping are unlikely to have the

latience for such a complex program,

iut for those who want a really meaty,

ong-tcim challenge, Psylron is out of

hisworld. CA

GRAPHICS 9

SOUND 5

ORIGINALITY 8

LASTING INTEREST 10

OVERALL 9
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TO THE STARS!

FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM FROM GM>KiS

“SPACE IS DEEPER THAN YOU THINK . .

ONLY £5.95 EACH
100% MACHINE CODE

ARCADE ACTION, FEATURING
GARGOYLE'S STUNNING
CARTOON GRAPHICS.

AVAILABLE AT SELECTED
RETAILERS OR SEND COUPON

DIRECT TO GARGOYLE.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
TEL: 021-236 2593.

PLEASE RUSH ME _ _ COPY/COPIES OF AD ASTRA,

Send this coupon to:

GARGOYLE GAMES,
4 NORTH WESTERN ARCADE,
BIRMINGHAM,
B2 5LH.
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MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K

This computer simulation

control over the game. One of the ten

different venues (five in England, five in

Australia) may be selected, and the

choice of ground dictates the tactics

used when selecting teams.

The player has the option of using the

(pre-Packer) teams already held in

memory or selecting his/her favourite

players. The game itself is essentially a

more complex, computerised version of

Owzat! but the refinements make for

compelling play.

Bowlers may choose from a total of

nine options governing line and length,

and the batsman must respond with an
appropriate stroke before the ball

reaches the wicket. Fielding positions

in all. The Ashes fulf

admirably. Graphics

the jerky side but are

e for the task, and the

ove surprisingly corn-

program, a bit i

certainly adequ
game itself can
pulsive to play.

As it stands, .. ... , ,

game, with the same person taking the

part of both batting and bowling sides.

But the Interface 1 networking capabil-

ity could enable some really enthralling

two-player contests to take place. I

found it one of the more enjoyable

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

lplaced, and there

set: this is an accur

Microspeech
better sound effects and,

Pi-Man game, there is a
iusic' on the flipside of the

expect.

and the simplicity of it means that

appeal is instant - but I doubt if I'll s'

be playing Olympimania when the n
thing's on TV. S

: LYVERSQFT,

on your home planet

t indestructible' Birdcraft.

the world safe for democracy
Points arc scored on the basis of 100 movement is smooth

Screen Test

.1 »« I I

may be set and changed as needed, and
there arc full facilities for declarations

and follow-on enforcement.
Weather will often play a major part,

just as in the real thing, with a sudden
downpour turning a docile batting strip

intoa ‘sticky dog'.

The cassette inlay instructions man-
age to omit a couple of important

batting strokes - notably the cut - but

full details are contained within the

you to control that little cult figure the

Pi-Man in his search for gold and glory

in Gve Olympic events. L
Now sober and fit, the Pi-Man is

bidding for glory in the Pi Jump, Alpi

Skiing, the Steepichase, the Pitathlon just about everything you'd expect fr

and the Butterpi. theweirdos at Automata.
As ever with the Pi-Man, things do Controls are kept very simple - ju:

watch out lor include^Lurch the office swim faster. 6 to slow him down and i

parrot dropping steroids on the track, make him jump or dive. There':

alligators and octopuses in the swim- Kempston joystick option -but real!

ming pool, treacherous foreign competi- a game of this kind a 'stick is more i

tors with no sense of fair play - in fact, hindrance than a help.

manufacturers, you have to fight for each enemy vessel shot before it and the sound is virtually non-existent,

through five waves of attacking craft breaks out of the ranks and 500 for the Overall, I found Thunderhawk to be

before attempting to destroy the com- faster, free-moving aliens, with the occa- a rather drab and unexciting game. But

mand ship, which is impervious to sional mystery bonus. hardened Phoenix addicts should get a

assault anywhere except its centre. It’s not the fastest version of Phoenix kick out of it. SM
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CAME: SPELLBOUND

MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K

KEYS, SINC, KEMP, AGF,

DOWNSWAY
BEYOND, £5.95

messing around with your body chemis-

try is Griselda the Necromancer. She

r , n hideous dt

the left ofthe castle steps which are your

escape route. She has a luminous green

o joke being transformed into

slimy toad, so there’s a lot of incentive I

succeed in this Q"-Bert spin-off.

: wicked old

face, a nasty pointed chin and an evil

grin as well as a bubbling cauldron

containing the spells she casts onto the

To the right of this 3D pyramid is the

who's been web of Manfred, Griselda’s pet spider.

; you are imprisoned if caught. The
whole business makes escaping from

Colditz seem child's play.

The game has 12 levels. On the first

you begin at the top and have to colour

all the steps, as in Q'-'Bert. Chasing after

you are horned, yellow devils who move
far too quickly for comfort. Practice and

a few prayers should see you through

this - it's the next level that'll have you

tearing your hair out.

GAME: ZIG-ZAG

MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: DK’TRONICS, £6.95

Yet another 3D maze game, but this one

has some very nice touches.

You must patrol the corridors hunting

down defenceless Scarabags, whose
only hope of escape from your Electron

Pulse Interrogato:

ahead ofyou.
Sooner or later, however, the poor

creatures end up in a dead-end, at which

point you give it to them between the

eyes while they stand there with their

teeth chattering.

Fire once and they will give you

essential information on how to enter

and you send the poor things to where-

ver Scarabags go to at the end of their

briefand tragic lives.

The program is compatible with the

Currah speech unit, with amusing re-

sults. As you wander round the maze it

offers taunting remarks (‘Coward') and

if you corner a Scarabag it calls -

understandably - for help.

However the real point of the game is

to map out the entire maze in the limited

time available. As you cover new

time it’s even worse. Your m
stolen by ants and you have

FROM: BUG-BYTE, £ .95

vandcr

It's a tough life being a bee. In this

game's predecessor. The Birds and the

Bees, you had to laboriously collect

pollen from flowers while under con-

stant attack from ferocious birds. This

t lies underground

string of inter-connected mazes pi

lated by some nasty creatures and, >u.-

prisingly. a fair number of flowers. These

flowers are important because your sta-

mina is continually on the wane so you

need to visit them for refreshment.

Contact with nasty insects, especially

certain spiderish ants, will draw heavily

on your stamina, and once it runs out,

you're finished and must start the game

8
Antics is basically another attempt at

deepening the challenge of an arcade

game by giving you a complex task to

solve. You cannot simply take it one

maze at a time, because to get from A to

B on a single maze, you may have to go

GAME: AIRBASE INVADER

MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K

CONTROL: KEYS, KEMP, CUR

FROM: CP SOFTWARE, £5.95

Instead of all that mindless killing of

little green aliens, how about trying your

hand at what CP Software claim is a

‘non-sexist. non-violent, satirical,

arcade adventure'.

the loose in the bunkers beneath

Greenham Common. They are all set on

pressing the red nuclear attack button,

which would be the end of the world.

Just in the nick of time our heroine

Peace Woman Annie arrives on the

scene. She has worked her way through

the barbed wire and sneaked past the

guards. You take control of her just as

she has entered the complex of under-

ground bunkers and must help her to

find the President and stop him fro

At this stage you'll probably think

you're in for a new kind ofarcade ga

Well you'd be wrong, all you get n

PCG HIT * pec HIT * PCG HIT * PCG HIT * PCG HIT * PCG HIT * PCG HIT PCG

GAME: MUGSY this excellent game as you struggle to heights of glorious infamy. At the end of

MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K stay alive in a battle with rival gangs, the year you arc treated to one of two

. „cyc corrupt policemen, and even your own stunning graphic interludes featuring an N
CONTROL. keys >

are dislinct |v un . animated shoot-out sequence.
FROM: MELBOURNE HOUSE, £6.95

trustworthy) My only quibble wilh Mugsy is that 1
Word is out on the streets of a new game Each year you must divide your bank-

from Melbourne The Hobbit’ House, balance between armaments, protection

Stunning graphics, unusual game con- rackets, buying up 'clients', and police

cept, superb animation - Mugsy is de- corruption. You may also have to buy oft

finitely the Godfather of all strategy assassination attempts by both your

games. own men and the opposing Rocco's

Don't let the word strategy put you mob.

off, though. Whoever saw a strategy Should your followers become dissa-

game with graphics like these? The tisfied (which they do with predictable

scenes of downtown Manhattan - or is and sometimes unjustifiable regularity)

it the Bronx? - are simply superb. Some you will be plunged into a brief arcade

of the screens come to life before your sequence in which you must get the

very eyes, and the detail of the anima- better of a hired assassin,

lion is extraordinary. If you fail, that’s the end of the game.

There are arcade elements as well in Otherwise you can proceed to yet new

he interludes become a little repetetive

fter a while, but the printed responses

o your inputs are superb and often very 1
unny.
This game had me at gun-point for

lours on end. In the end 1 copped it in

he saloon with a score of 48%. But

what a way to go! SC 1

GRAPHICS !P

SOUND . .?
ORIGINALITY 8

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL 8 J



Of course dear old Annie isn't power-
less against them, she's able to blow
kisses at them - with devastating effect.

Watch out for the nasty Iron Lady
though, she’s impervious to Annie's
smackers.
An indicator at the bottom of the

screen tells Annie where she'll find
President Raygun. Travel between floors

•i that are situated around the

about everyone. If you happen to be a
fan of the Robotron style of game then
this is probably the best around for the
Spectrum. Go and raid an airbase today,
just don't let Old Bill catch you. SNC

Screen Test
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devils are supported by a live development of the Q’Bert theme

gangling skeleton whose skull still with excellent graphics. It boggles the
1—

-

!-J — think what Griselda’s got cook-3 contain a number of brain

cells. He (or she - it's difficult to sex a
skeleton) will chase you into a corner if

you're not very careful.

And now I have a confession to make;
I couldn’t get any further. Believe me, I

tried. I suppose I'll just have to learn to

love life as a toad.

Spellbound is a wonderfully innova-

ground, the program draws a diagram of very playable, though how long it will
the maze in the upper half of the screen, hold your interest depends more on
You can use this diagram to navigate your patience than on the challenge of
more efficiently and as a help in hunting thegame. SC
down Scarabags.

You have a limited amount of energy
available, and this is drained by killing

Scarabags, by moving around too much,
and by being attacked by the Hover-
droids who also patrol the maze.
Zig-Zag is attractively presented and

inginherpotforthehigherlevels. PC

GRAPHICS
SOUND
ORIGINALITY

lASTING INTEREST

OVERALL



(o)j) commodoreTaskset
l
games, and we're only wnling for

Ihe greatest concepts i

the 64 Rely on us to bring you the gx

nd the greatest value

A brand new character

game. Poor old Bozo, all

he has to do is to get
home after a night out

with the lads. That's

easy until a wobble
becomes a lurch and a
stagger. Later into the

night, all rules go out of

the window as he
disbelieves what's
happening in front of his

blood-shot eyes. An epic
journey with ultra-

smooth graphics and
sprites which run rings

round normal games.

e mcmlxxxtv taskset ltd 13 HIGH ST., BRIDLINGTON Y016 4PR TEL: 0262 73798

Taskset Ltd
13 HIGH STREET BRIDLINGTON Y016 4PR

ACCESS ORDERS (0262) 73798 24 HOURS
Dealer enquiries welcome (0262) 602668



ORCATTACK
Canyou survive..?

%

To defend yourself, you hurl rocks from
the parapet onto the Ores below.

If an Ore reaches you. dagger in hand, you
grab your broadsword and leap to the

attack. Your ultimate weapon is a huge vat of
boiling oil that you mercilessly pour over

the hapless Ores.

This brings but a brief respite...out of thin
air a Sorcerer appears and you have to pit your

wits against his evil spirits. Only after fighting
the living dead, the Stone Warts and the Demon Trolls

will you be safe.

You should find Ore Attack in any
major software retailer.

REE POSTER OFFER
A free poster Is available of the

original oil painting featured on the pack.

ANYATARI COMPUTER
CARTRIDGE

£9 95

COMMODORE 64
CASSETTE

£795
SPECTRUM 48K

CASSETTE

£695

'f
I

f
f
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CAME: SPACE WARP
MACHINE: SPECTRUM 48K

L: KEYS

»: ACE. £2.99

This game would rate pretty low on a

16K machine. On a 48K machine it

hardly rates at all.

Flickery graphics as aliens descend

dropping bombs. You must dodge these

The Master is trying t

‘pathetic universe'. As a ‘supposedly

competent fighter pilot' you have to

defeat this megalomaniac. Basically, it's

Galaxians with the twist that there are

also objects to avoid as well as kill. Nine

attack waves, colourful graphics and

tolerable sound. And a £100 per month

high-score competition, PC

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

something which you might just recog-

nize as ‘You can't do that'.' If a Dalek

with a sore throat played chess it would

probably sound rather similar.

It’s a good job the game has some-

thing to intrigue you, because as a chess

This is a chess program with a gimmick program it's no great shakes. It has five

and the gimmick is. . .speech! You can levels, but none of them takes a sensible

barely understand it. but it's certainly amount oftime to move.

(here. What the player wants from a compu-

Ifyou enter an illegal move it will utter ter chess game is an intelligent and

carry out your task you will have

complete three screens of difficult, b

not very thrilling, action.

Your triangular ship begins in a m



Screen Test
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CAME: ALIEN ATTACK
MACHINE! SPECTRUM 48K
CONTROL: KEYS, CRSR
FROM! ACE, £2.99

sound is Spectrum standard. The prog-
rammer can't spell. Three lives and five

levels of play to choose from, but vou
should save yourself the bother. SC

Space Invaders with minor variations.

You can't move and fire at the same
time. Which is good for the aliens but

bad foryou.
The action is slow and jerky. The

CAME! BLOCKBUSTER
MACHINE: ORIC 16/48K

CONTROL! KEYS

FROM: DREAM, £5.95

Excellent version of Breakout with
eight different walls, good play options,
and up to five balls in the air at once.
Breakout may be very old hat. but it's

still a hypnotically playable game, and

reasonably quick reply. In general a
response time ofabout 2 minutes plays a
pretty stronggame.
What you get here is a choice of 5

seconds, 40 seconds. 15 minutes. 50
minutes or 5 hours. If you've got any

tunatcly. you get a rather unsatisfactory

game.
As White it played a game in which

aggression bordered on the reckless

GRAPHICS 3

ORIGINALITY 1

LASTING INTEREST t

OVERALL 2

this version does a lot to re-establish its

reputation. Especially recommended for

16K machine owners. SC

GRAPHICS 4

ORK3INAUTY 2

LASTING INTEREST 7

OVERALL 5

blithely advancing and sacrificing

pawns. As Black it showed ignorance of
even the most rudimentary tactics by
neglecting to castle, thus leaving itself

open to an easy mate.

The program has all the usual facili-

ties and has a clear display in yellow and
black. Moves are entered using algeb-
raic notation.

If the game had a sensible level it

might have been good value. But unless

you're prepared to do battle for several

hours you’re unlikely to gel much satis-

faction. PC

GRAPHICS 5

STRENGTHOf PLAY 3
OVERALL 3_

GAME: CLASSIC RACING
MACHINE: ORIC l/ATMOS

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: SALAMANDER, £7.95

Each player manages his/her own
stable of 16 horses. By entering horses
for different races, carrying different

weights, over varying distances, and on
different ground, you slowly build up a

JULY 1984

planetary landscapes. On the surface are

four red fuel cells. You must position the

ship above them and. using the tractor

beam, collect them. This is none too
easy since the screen is swarming with
various hostile projectiles and that pes-

ky UFO is still around.
Should you ever complete this stage

you will then have to negotiate 'the

spiral negative universe tunnel' before
reaching another satellite system.

This game has some good ideas, but

picture of your animals' strengths and

By the end of season you should be
able to enter your best mounts lor the

great classic races, with enormous
prizes at stake. Your object is to make
more money than anyone else from a

combination of bets and race winnings.

Classic Racing is essentially a
strategy game, but it is one of the best

I've played. There are many different

you really do have to think hard and
make some fine judgements.

People who aren't actually playing

can join in on the sidelines, analysing

the form as the game progresses and
perhaps even placing bets on the side.

You can play on your own if you prefer.

the quality of graphics and sound does
not compensate for the difficulty of play.
Growing frustration is all too likely to

terminate your interest in the future of

GRAPHICS 4

SOUND 4

ORIGINALITY 3

LASTING INTEREST 3

OVERALL 4

ZD
with the computer managing all the

Apart from the many menu screens
giving you full information on the state

of play, there’s also a highly amusing
and well-animated race sequence for

each race. You'll leap to your feet as the
leaders thunder to the finish.

A real thoroughbred, this. Beautiful to
watch, a joy to ride, and strongly tipped

to take first place in the Grand Orie
National. Go for it. SC

GRAPHICS 7

SOUND 5

ORIGINALITY 4

LASTING INTEREST 9

OVERALL 8
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GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

Cannibalism is alive and well and living

in the computer games jungle. In this

game your lovely travelling companion

has been captured by savages and is

about to be turned into a tasty stew.

To save her you'll have to swing

through a forest like Tarzan, brave a

ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTERESTCONTROL: JOYSTICK

FROM: DATA/CENTRESOFT. £14.95

One last wall to climb over and you're

in outer space. Here, blue enemy

fighters zoom out of the darkness. Des-

troy as many as you can.

Now you reach the second fortress.

It’s similar to the Erst, but much more

This is the official version of Sega's

classic 3D arcade game, manufactured

in the states by Datasoft and imported

into Britain by Centresoft in their US
Gold series.

It's a very faithful conversion that

plays with great smoothness and has,

even in the 16K version under review

here, nearly all the features that you

battled through in the arcades.

You control an extremely manoeuvr-

able aircraft and must penetrate two

space fortresses and two expanses of

outer space before getting the chance to

destroy the Zaxxon robot.

These fortresses are peel

dangerous places with weapor

a mixture of the futuristic — —
remains ofa World WarTwo destroyer.

lifficult because all the walls i

shows your altitude. Sud- This takes a lot of pt

counter a wall, the first of succeed you will encount

imb and then swoop down Robot whose destructio:

le gun emplacements. To mate goal. Kill it and you t

levels destroy the red fuel the whole business agatr

level of difficulty.

So you weave from side to side, climb Zaxxon is a very classy

and dive -all the time blasting away and It provides a real challenj

id the dodging enemy fire. Eventually you ly smooth to play and sh

—•- *i 1 -r*ui.uina busy for hours.reach the end of this blue corridor.

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

GAME: ROADER
MACHINE: LYNX 48/96

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: FL SOFTWARE, E5.95
OVERALL

Roader is a straightforward racing game

where you control a car as it speeds

along a track avoiding obstacles and

other vehicles.

The road scrolls vertically down the

screen, twisting from side to side. At

times - and especially in the later stages

of the game - it narrows right down to

single-track width, making careful driv-

ing essential.

Houses and trees scroll down the

border of the display. Rocks and oil

slicks threaten the unwary driver. Driv-

the fastest should

demanding cham-
speed settings but

satisfy even the mos

You only have on-
lose it by going off the road,

collide with a house or tree.

sional petrol pump enables you I

ifyou're running low.

Roader is a rather ordinary

comparison with the software i

on other machines but it she

Lynx owners a good ride.

I



A VITAL PIECE OF SOFTWARE
FOR ATARI AQQ OWNERS

A RUBBER KEYBOARD.
The flat keyboard of the Atari 400 know instantly which keys you've

isn't very satisfactory to use. depressed.

It simply doesn’t put you in touch And by raising the keys it raises

with the computer in the same way as the standard of your machine,
a push button one. To set it up all you have to do is to

Our keyboard fits snugly over your peel off the adhesive backing and stick

present Atari 400 keyboard and does it on top of your existing keyboard,

exactly the same job. And we’re sticking a price on it of

Only it does it better only £19.95.

It makes programming and game So, whichever way you lookatit,ifs

playing so much easier because you akeyboardthatreallystandsout.
Filesixty Ltd., 25 Chippenham Mews, LondonW9 2AN, England. Tel: 01-289 3059.

Please send (qty) Keyboards at £19.95 each (including VAT and P&P).

Enclosed is my cheque/PO made payable to Filesixty Ltd. Please charge my Access F71 Q

Name
Expiry date

Address

Telephone Signature

Post to: Filesixty Ltd., 25 Chippenham Mews, LondonW9 2AN,England.Tel: 01-289 3059.

Trade enquiries welcome.
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CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK and s jzz|ing|y fast. points depending on how many missiles

FROM: GEMINI, £9.95 Just in case I’m preaching to the are left unused, and how many cities

This is an inspired version of that arcade unconverted, let me point out that in you’ve saved. You must also content!

champion mega-blast, Missile Com-
"fhaTbmone cTmplainTabout this

'"And when 1 say inspired, 1 mean blasting the enemy missiles that version. Thecontrolk^s. O^y.so l’m

inspired. As a long-standing fan of the threaten to destroy your cities below. used to using a tracK Dau, nut even so

arcade Ramc 1 was very impressed with You have three missile bases, each the keys on offer here arc pretty abys-

- crcT . cher then Comsoft’s game will hold no your health. You only have three lives

GAME: STAIRCASE STAMPEDE
surprises for you and Harry's pretty nimble, but his

MACHINE: BBC Here’s the plot. On a colourful grid a wanderings are fairly predictable so

CONTROL: KEYS little man (that’s you) must move from you're in with a good chance':
.

fdom* rOMSOFT F7 95 CASS cube to cube. As he does so the cubes In the third screen Harry is lomcu oy
FROM. COMSOFT £7.95 CASS. cuDe ^ h£

,

s co ,oured Hc|pful H „race. This unpleasant look-
£10.95 DISK

the |®
t he

.

s on to the next of nine ing character lives up to his name by

This nroeram iusl goes to show that you screens. changing your carefully painted squares

don’t*have to be original to turn out a Right from the start you're pursued by back to their original colour. Bumping

decent name If you’ve played Q Bert, Horrible Harry, whose presence on the into him is fatal, and his movements are

MRM's 3D Munchy, or Virgin’s Crun- same cube as you has a serious effect on wildly erratic. ^
appear on the screen. You must destroy cannon fire. All rather confusing when

GAME: EAGLESWING them us jn„ rnissiles, or shells from your you're under attack.

MACHINE: BBC cannons. Other controls include accelerate/

CONTROL: KEYS In play the main problem is in getting decelerate, sound on/off, and ’escape' to

FROM: SOFTWARE INVASION, £7.95 used to firing controls. There are no less quite game. There is a demo mode at the

than three different buttons to press, beginning which you can skip it you

Eagles Wine gives you a scrolling aerial depending on what you want to hit want to.

view of a river above which you fly in Missiles will destroy ships, shells will As the game progresses, a status dis-

your strike plane, Scramble fashion. destroy most other things, but if you play at the top of the screen tcills you

Enemy gun emplacements, dams, pat- want to hit an enemy plane then you your score and no" m
n inflicted

rol ships planes and missile bases all have lo use the button for a.r-to-a.r and fuel you have left. Damage inflicted
|

CAME- srBFWRAl I
while avoiding various fiendishly Black Bugs. These are little black crea- 1

»
B v“”“ ,'ri ’’d* c" il

' SUJsKJSESS:
CONTROL: KEYS In this program the squares are Gnasher. They move very quickly from

FROM: MRM, £5.70 arranged in a rectangular pattern so that their perches at the four corners of the

the screen looks more like an Aztec than rectangle and lump on you if you find

This is an aptly named game, since an Egyptian structure. But enough of yourselfadjacentTo theim

you’re likely to be driven bananas by the architecture. However, Screwball is not defence 1

fnfuriating challenge it presents. "You are Screwball: you have 60 less, for he is half man. halfcorkscrew A

3/“ efsenfially a spin-off seconds to change .he colour of all the swift press ontfre spree bara"dheto

from Q' Bert. In that game you had to squares that surround you Simple dug a hole

colour the squares on a 3D pyramid enough, if it weren’t for those pesky tumble. Pausing to drill, of course, takes 1

HT i

SAMI, ri AGGFR display is broken up by platforms, con- My only gripe with Blazer is that

GAME: BLAGGER
vevor belts and moving ladders. You every time you lose a life you have to

MACHINE: BBC/ELECTRON dimb
'

or |
ump fr0m one level to start all over again on the first screen.

CONTROL: KEYS another to collect the keys. There’s also no way of turning off the

FROM: AUIGATA, £7.95 Some platforms collapse once you’ve sound effects, which get a bit irritating

Already available on the 64, this has to crossed them and cannot be used for a after a few hours play

be THE Manic Miner game for the return journey. Worst of all, each screen But as one °f *elT f<T m“'
c

Beeb Alligata have squeezed no less is patrolled by sprites of various shapes screen games available on the BBC

than '20 screens of tortious action into and sizes. They may look harmless machine these -P0
.

,nl
f

this game, making it a real challenge, enough - after all. who s afraid of a aren t worth too much

Conquering every level will take you a toffee? -but they kill on contact. Timing great game

fong long time. is crucial to get past them without losing Definitely a best buy or the Beeb_A

Biamr - in case you didn’t know - is one ofyour four lives. game to beg, borrow or blag. SC

East End slang for ’Burglar’ You must As you work your way through the GRAPH ics 8

live up to your name by collecting keys different levels, you II encounter model
sound «

to open a safe and move on to the next trains, flying saucers, mad rught-
ORIGINALITY 5

level watchmen, and other hazards. To make
,
•ctiuc* imtfbfkt 9

inU «. to- key on «h .™. things even » » V"***""



Screen Test

•ELECTRON • BBC • ELECTRON
mal. Luckily there's a joystick option,

but if you're stickless you may well end
up fingerless as well - YOU try playing a

game that uses caps lock, a z. space, /,

and the horizontal cursor keys!

Gemini have included an option that

enables you to fire missiles from
whichever base is closest to the target.

Fine for novices, but not much use at the

There are four levels of play to choose

from, Ifonly you could chooseyourown
keys as well. The joystick play though

will give you magnificent zapping. Mis-

sileCommand fans should definitely set

their sights on this one. SC

GRAPHICS 7

SOUND 5
ORIGINALITY 2
LASTING INTEREST 8
OVERALL 7

You’ll also have to cope with bombs,
which you must defuse as quickly as

possible by treading on them, and in the

later stages you'll be pursued by an

The graphics and sound in Staircase

Stampede are truly excellent. You can
pause the game, or turn off the sound if

you wish. Another nice feature is that

you can choose which level you want to

Like many simple games, Staircase

Stampede is a great entertainer. You
won't get anything startling but you will

get a game to keep you on the hop. SC

you have amassed 99 damage points

your plane explodes.

The game also finishes if you fly into

the walls of the canyon that borders the

river. Running out of fuel is fatal as well,

and in Eagles Wing the only way to get a

refill is to score 10,000 points, whereup-
on another plane edges towards you.

Dock with it and you can refuel your
tanks. You get a chance to redock every

10,000 points for the first 100,000

points, and every 20,000 after that.

Eagles Wing is eminently playable but

don't expect any surprises. SC

GRAPHICS 5
SOUND 6

ORIGINALITY 3

LASTING INTEREST 6
OVERALL 4

ES S3
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What canwe say?

Were overwhelmed. Though we should just add that with Atarisoft, you

Commodore 64, BBC and Spectrum computers, as well as on all Atari®

systems. Oh, and we're giving away free a Grand Prix kit and full colour

wall chart with every game.

can now play Pole Position’ on the

POLE POSITION
from ATARISOFT

LOOK OUT FOR OTHER LEADING COMPUTERGAMES ON ATARISOFT PRICES START FROM £9.99 'TRADEMARK OF NAMCO. ® TM ARE TRADEMARKS OF ATARI INC
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GAME: BED BUGS
MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS. JOYSTICK

FROM: OPTIMA SOFTWARE,

CASS. £6.95, DISK £8.95

Optima have been trying to spread

rumours that Mary Whitehouse is inves-

tigating this game. I can't imagine why.

Squalid it may be. 'dirty' it isn't.

GAME: ANSWER BACK SENIOR QUIZ

MACHINE: BBC/EIECTRON

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: KOSMOS, £10.95

Computer quizzes are usually unsatis-

factory, mainly because you never seem
to get enough questions to make up for

the trouble of loading it. You end up
wishingyou'd bought a book.

GAME: 3D TANK ZONE
MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS. JOYSTICK

FROM: DYNABYTE, £8.95

You'd be forgiven for thinking that this

was a version of Batllezone. There are

similarities, but 3D Tank Zone isn't

nearly as good a game as its arcade

predecessor.

GAUM: STOCK CAR
MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: JOYSTICK, KEYS

FROM: MICRO POWER, £7.95

An enjoyable, if not very sophisticated,

game for one or two players. The mod-
ern version of the chariot race allows

you to bash other cars in your bid for

glory. Oil patches provide hazards and

GAME: ASTEROID MINER

MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: OPTIMA SOFTWARE. £8.95

A slow, flickery. uninspired version of

Asteroids where you collect meteors

rather than shoot them.
My uncle Billy produces programs

like this at parties, boasting that he

GAME: SPOOKSAND SPIDERS

MACHINE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: SOFTWARE INVASION, £7.95

Another ladders-and-platforms game,

but this one rates higher than most.

Move up and down the screen avoiding

ghosts and spiders while rescuing cap-

tive princesses from dungeons, Quite

BBC • BBC 6
The display shows a large, apparently

empty bed. Beside it are arranged a

telephone, a sponge, a jam sandwich

and a set of dentures. Suddenly things

come to life a bit, with fleas appearing

and hopping around on the blankets,

and the occupant's foot shuffling

around at the bottom end.

sions then becomes an 'armoury' for

fighting the pests. The jam sandwich is

But this one is rather different. It

contains 15 different files, each with 50

questions. That makes a total of ... 750.

Which isn't at all bad.

The program styles itself 'The ultimate

educational quiz for ages 12 and over,'

Well, I'm not sure about that 'ultimate',

but it’s certainly difficult enough to

stretch anyone’s general knowledge.

For example, do you know what
realgar is? I do now, but I certainly

To start with, you're not in a tank,

you're in a gun emplacement, so you

can't move about - you can only rotate.

The display doesn't scroll, it merely

offers you four different view-points.

Your task is to blast away at the tanks

and planes which cross your field of

view and take pot-shots atyou.

There are four indicators at the bot-

tom of the display. One shows you

which direction you're facing in, two

you must change through four gears to

alter speed. Six tracks are on offer.

Graphics and sound are clear but

rudimentary. PC

'wrote them all himself using Basic'.

They're embarrassingly awful, and this

one's not much better. SC

GRAPHICS 2

SOUND 2

ORIGINALITY 4

LASTING INTEREST 1

OVERALL 2

tricky, especially at the higher levels,

with strong graphics and frantic action.

There are lots ofgames like this for the

BBC. but this is one ofthe best. SC



Screen Test
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used for swatting (leas, but leaves blobs

of jam on the bed. These can be wiped
up with the sponge. The dentures will

dispose of bed bugs, which turn up later,

and the telephone is for calling for help.

Having selected your instrument you
then move it around squashing the

pests. Swatting the fleas isn't too dif-

ficult. but you must be careful not to fall

out of bed and must avoid the jam
patches. You must also avoid swatting

your own feet. Any one of these misde-

meanours costs you one of your three

lives. If the fleas get in eight bites the

game finishes. The bed bugs appear later

on. and one bite from these ends the

Ifyou get into trouble, you can use the

'phone. You'll get either a wrong num-
ber. all your bites cured, or all pests on
the bed destroyed. You can do this as

often as you like.

The trouble with Bed Bogs is that,

although it's highly original it doesn't

have the compulsive, habit-forming

quality that makes a good game SC

GRAPHICS 6

SOUND 5

ORIGINALITY 8

LASTING INTEREST 3
OVERALL 5

didn't before. And what sport used to be
known as ‘sphairistike’? You gel a bit of
help here because it's one of those

questions where you have to fill in

missing letters to get the answer.

Another feature which makes the quiz
more fun than others is the display. The
questions are written by a robot stand-

ing on a blue planet with three craters. If

you get a correct answer an alien craft

takes off from the left. By pressing the

others show you the firepower and
shields you have left, and another gives

you a long-range scan (on which only
the tanks show up).

The tanks are your worst enemy.

Is exactly in the middle of the central

quizzes. The game comes attractively

packaged and with clear instructions.

Subjects offered include Know Your
Language. Sport, History, Films.TV and

everybody. I

isanorfe?

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

Their

One good feature of the game is that there is I

you can choose whether to be attacked running,

by tanks, planes, or both. That means won't hi

you can get in some practice against the your seat

„ different enemies before taking on ev-

i the erythingatonce.

Actually playing 3D Tank Zone isn't

there shooting tanks and hitting the

occasional plane.

There isn’t anywhere to go. and what

CAME: INTERGALACTIC TRADER

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: PROGRAM POWER, £8.95

Sci-fi trading game that sells out to poor
presentation, limited policy options,

and dull, repetitive scenario. Big busi-

ness has got to be more fun than this.

Up to nine players must hire transport

and mine asteroids in an attempt to

GRAPHICS
SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

E: JUNGLE JIVE

IE: BBC

CONTROL: KEYS

FROM: VIRGIN, £7.95

about from side to side. The
aren't anything to write hon
and the sound is only average.

f you enjoy wholesale slaughter t

i'll probably have a good time

I're in favour of conservation tl

/e well alone.

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

CAME: OMEGA PROBE

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: OPTIMA SOFTWARE,

CASS. £6.95, DISK £8.95

Shoot-’cm-up with good graphics and
zappy sound. Your ship sits in the centre

of the screen while the universe scrolls

about you in all directions. It's mind-
blowing man.

JULY 1984

Blast saucers, ships, and photon be

to stay alive as long as your shields hi

out. Completely mindless, compuls
and playable.

|
GRAPHICS 7
SOUND 6
ORIGINALITY I

LASTING INTEREST 8

OVERALL 7

; you gripping Ihe edge of I

GRAPHICS

ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

P C GAMES 39



3tional for the rightThe rewards are e:

eople who show a I

I Software Limited

NEW ORIGINAL GAMES
FOR THE COMMODORE 64

£20,000RA.

plus a full knowledge of machine code
programming for Commodore 64, BBC,
Electron, MSX and Amstrad systems.

If you would like to earn £20,000 plus per

annum write with details to: Mr. M. Mahony,
Alligata Software Ltd., 178 West Street,

Sheffield SI 4ET. Tel: (0742) 755796.

A.R. SOFTWARE
86 Avonbrae Crescent
Hamilton, Scotland
Tel. 0698 282036

DEALER ENQUIRIESWELCOME

[EW FROM BELLFLOWER SOFTWARE FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM/

teas®
i
SUIART H|Nrmam

More than 750 questions

2.' STSSUSS; 1^*^

Random mystery tunes
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AGON • DRAGON • DRAGON
SPORTING DECATHLON

DRAGON 32

CONTROL: KEYS, JOYSTICK

FROM: PARAMOUNT, £6.50

In this Olympic year a program that

offers you the chance of competing in

ten different events ought to be a medal
winner. Emulate the feats of Daley
Thompson without even raising a sweat.

Unfortunately, this program is unlike-

ly to win even a plastic medal on school
sports day. It appears to be mostly in

Basic, has a dull display and gives the

'armchair athlete’ it claims to be written

for very little in the way ofa challenge or
test of skill.

First event in your far from gruelling

day is the hurdles. The track is blue -

obviously some sort of synthetic surface.

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

You anxiously await the start, t

on the joystick and you’re off. But
what's this? Good grief! The hurdles are
coming towards you! It’s disturbing, to

say the least - like running a race on a

conveyor belt.

At the bottom of the screen is your
strength indicator. Go too fast and the

message is displayed: ‘You have run out

ofenergy. . .no points’.

Well, better luck in the 100
perhaps. Here you have two opponents,
but it's very easy to leave them standing.

Careful not to use up your strength

though - keep just in front ofthem.

And now for the first field event, the
javelin. All you do here is try and release

the joystick button when the flashing

strength indicator is longest. It's more a
matter of luck than judgement.
And so it goes on through the ten

events. The game is ludicrously dull, the

graphics are jerky and it’s enough to put
you off sport for the rest ofyour life. PC

IJ-MII CtS rr-ii !! .Hj-ii"i

Once loaded you’ll find your man inside

a maze. OK, so there’s nothing new with
that, but have you ever been in a maze
when you've been equipped with a ray

of light that shoots from your eyes
killing everything in its path?
As your man moves around the maze,

monsters appear from the ‘poof cham-
bers' which are situated at different

points in the maze, usually right in your
way. Never mind, don’t forget about
your light-firing eyes.

There are five different monsters in

the maze and all of them are well

animated. The nasties are a squirming
snake, a creeping spider, a rolling ball, a

fluttering butterfly and a spastic spark'.

levels before you see the whole bestiary.

When things get too hot, or there’s no
route through the maze, you can enter a
’zoom’ chamber and you’ll be teleported

vertically. The monsters will be left

behind, fuming- they can't use them.
Another way of beating the monsters

is to freeze them by pressing the 'space'

bar. For 5 seconds they're sitting ducks
while you scurry off to a safer spot. Of
course, your power to freeze the nasties

is limited - to three times - you get one
replacement freeze spell every 50,000
points. Some players may feel this facil-

ity is a cheat, but it’ll appeal to the
ruthless and the cowardly.
Of course the maze is abundant with

the obligatory treasures. And don't
forget to pick up the keys which you will

need to get out of the mazes.
All action in the game is very smooth.

The monsters wriggle and roll as they
chase you and when you reach the edge
of the screen even the maze scrolls

GRAPHICS _?
SOUND 6
ORIGINALITY 4

LASTING INTEREST 8

OVERALL 8

smoothly along with you. In fact the

quality of the graphics in this game is

very high and you’d probably have great

difficulty finding a game on the Dragon
with graphics to match.
You will have to travel through 1

1

different levels of the game before you
see the touchstone mentioned in the
title, a pleasure 1 have yet to enjoy.

Probably one of the best games
around for the Dragon. And an excellent

arcade-adventure by any standards. It’s

good to see that this machine has the

same games potential as other popular

micros. Well done. Microdeal. SNC
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CAMEs CUTHBERT IN SPACE
MACHINE: DRAGON 32

CONTROL: JOYSTICK. KEYS

FROM: MICRODEAL. £8.00

Boy wonder Cuthbert makes it to space

in his latest adventure. Landing on
various strangely-named planets - all

rather similar - he has to fly around
collecting fuel and return it to his

mother ship. There’s some noisy and

GRAPHICS

ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

GRAPHICS

SOUND
ORIGINALITY

LASTING INTEREST

OVERALL

satisfyingzapping to be done here.

Next job is looting the planet while

dodging the Intergalactic Police Force.

Plenty of whirling aliens to blast in this

fast but none too varied game. PC

GAME: STAR FIGHTER
duu version ofScramble. You pilot your

MACHINE: DRAGON 32 ship over the bumpy terrain trying to

CONTROL: JOYSTICK shootthe enemy craft.

FROM: DRAGON DATA, £7.95 This is not so easy since your laser has

an extremely limited range. Aliens are of

This is a very smooth-moving, but pretty only three types. PC
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Screen Test

GNTH • GAME OF THEMONTH
LOCO

COMMODORE 64

KEYS. JOYSTICK

ntOM: AUIGATA, €7 95

Once upon a time people used to buy
clockwork Hornby trains to while away
their evenings. Then, just as they were
getting bored with winding them up,

along came the sleek electric models.
Now engine-lovers everywhere can re-

turn to the age of steam with the most
delightful railway entertainment yet:

The hero of this new, computer-
generated drama is a stunningly beauti-

ful. steam-powered locomotive. The
moment it begins rolling forward, pis-

tons pumping, you're guaranteed to fall

in love with it.

You'll also be heart-broken when, a
few seconds later it gets blown up. Yes
your loco is under attack. Biplanes.

ppelins and track-cars are out to

destroy it. You must use puffs of smoke
and spurts of steam to blow them out of

thesky or off the rails.

~ie action is displayed using an
ctive split-screen format. The bot-
half of the screen shows an over-

I view of the network of tracks your
engine is moving through, the loco
being depicted in miniature in the mid-
dle. The top half is a close-up view of
your train from the side complete with a
colourful, scrolling background, drawn

attractive detail.

The approach of danger is first indi-

ited on the bottom picture. You see

planes zooming in on you from behind,
balloons approaching ahead. You
I't do anything about them until they

appear in close-up. Then you must act

quickly. Your loco can destroy them

they bi

will blc

and ai

with smoke, but only by puffing ft to the

correct height. This is varied according
to how long you hold down the fire

button before releasing.

Should you fail to hit these aircraft,

begin to drop huge bombs which
blow yourloco to smithereens.

The skill of the game lies in keeping
track of several things at once. While
aiming at balloons and aircraft on the

top screen, you must also keep an eye
out for the head-on approach of hand-
pumped track-cars on the bottom
screen. These move quickly and must
either be avoided by choosing the right

path through the rail network, or blown
up by spurts of steam from the front of

the hurtling loco.

Meanwhile, to keep your nerves from
cracking, your entire journey is accom-
panied by a virtuoso rendering of part of

jean-Michel Jarre's LP ‘Equinox'.

Although the ethics of ripping off the
work of living musicians is quest'

able, the result is some of the n

attractive computer music ever. It g
the game a bubbling, zestful aln

phere. And the further you are through

the piece of music the nearer you z

your goal: which is to steam by a total of
eight stations.

Once you've done this, you move uf
level and have to cope with squadro
of planes, increasing numbers
airships and more deadly track-cars.

Although the game feels differe

from anything else on a micro, it isn't

fact any more original than its rnus:

Loco had a previous existence in the

arcades and has simply been cc

,

(with great skill) by programmer Tony
Crowther. Still, ifyou accept that arcade
games are a year or two ahead of

computer games in quality, Alligata can
take credit for being the first company to

make this particular conversion.

The only reservation I have is that the

game may not offer as much of a
long-term challenge as some recent re-

leases.

On the other hand you can get tired of
complicated games, This one’s simple,

dazzhngly entertaining, and immediat
ly lovable. So climb aboard - and

|

steamin’, rollin' ... and blastin'! C

GRAPHICS 10

ORIGINALITY 4

LASTING INTEREST 8

OVERALL 9

'Cheating'smore fun!'

How long would it take YOU to program a game like toco? A year? Six
months? Eighlcen-year-old Tony Crowther polished it off in two weeks flat,

st saw the game in the arcades. 'I liked the sound so much I was dancing
while I played,’ he said 'and then six months later I was sitting in the car with a

friend when we turned on the radio and heard this music...suddenly I

emembered where I’d heard it before.'

Tony decided on the spot to produce programming. Like many programmers,
is own version of the game and went to he started on a Vic 20 and then gradu-
ork straight away. T work on the lloor ated to a 64. Over the course of just a few

ty bedroom - where I keep falling

noon and often go on u
morning.'

m actually rubbish t

games,' he admits. 'When Me
tme out the first thing I did

to the program and give m
res. I think cheating's much
Meanwhile the future's _ ....

looking bright for Tony, who postponed Tony's definitely

entry into art college

JULY 1984

months he's turned out a string of

successful games for Alligata. including

Bfogger and Son of Blagger as well as

Loco.
‘My parents thought it was all a joke,

but then suddenly everything fell into

place. I used to earn £5.00 a week, but
now I enjoy life, doing what I like. I just

make the most of it

.

student to star programmer.
i on the right
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PCG Special

he
:

programs they enjoy most



Are you ready fo step beyond the arcade?

THE WIDTH OF THE WORLD
Illustrated adventure game program by Simon Gould

with the SF story by Ian Watson

The world was expanding . .
people were

disappearing . . . Ian Watson's dramatic story leaves H
a riddle that only you can solve.

You are Alan Roxbury, husband of the 'late'

Sarah Roxbury who vanished ten years ago.

All that time you have been waiting for the

world to widen again. That time has now come.

You must discover an exit point, find Sarah and

bring her home ....

—*“ Available for the:

Spectrum 48K
ISBN 946855 01 3

£9.95 BOOK/CASSETTE PACK

IN THE BEGINNING BEYOND THE ARCADE
Adventures and Wargames on

your Computer jg£gSjj|^|

Nicholas Palmer

Tired of zapping aliens?

Bored by avoiding blobs?

You're ready for more advanced
computer games, ready to step Beyond the Arcade

This is a critical guide to the growing world of

adventure games, wargames, games of strategy,

games to play at home and games to play by mail

Covers games available for all the most popular

home computers.

ISBN 946855 03 X £6.95 B

Program by

Humphrey Walwyn

Starting life as a humble jp
~~'"g

molecule in the

Pre-Cambrian age. you

progress through this

exciting ten-level game to

the Dawn of Early Man- if you
are clever enough! Create the ideal fish, play a new
kind of 'Snap', judge climates for your gradually

evolving creature. An original combination of

puzzles, arcade action and computerized board games.

Available for the: Commodore 64

ISBN 946855 00 5 £6.95 CASSETTE

Published by Mosaic Publishing Ltd

(\^) Marketed by John Wiley & Sons Limited

Available from yourbookseller/computer dealer

Or order from: John Wiley & Sons, Dept PM, Baffins Lane, Chichester, Sussex P019 1 UD

(postage and packing tree) or please charge to my

merican Express/Diners Club/Bardaycard/Access/

P/ease allow 74 days lor delivery

Payment <





For the BBC Model B

l the PAST flagwhc

1520-1590

horizontal position

vertical position of

I the playe





Also available on Disk at C9.95
TRADE ENQUIRIES ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD, 29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KENT (0322)92513/8

MAIL ORDER 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.0 ACCESS VISA 50p POSTAGE & PACKAGING £2.00 OVERSEAS
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chance of survival. Imcresied'i

Only real heroes need apply.



CONQUEST A tactical game which even veteran

players will find both challengingand rewarding,

Mediterranean Europe 15 divided into grid squares. Your
aim, as Emperor, is to gain 1 00 squares of territory as quickly as

possible - at the same time dealingwith Barbarian counter-

attacks. plagues, civil warand rival Emperors.

5 levels of skill, plus a continuous 'Conquest' game where
all the difficulty levels arethrown in together.

3D BATATTACK An all action. 3 dimensional

maze game where you gather up blocks of gold, at the same

time pitting your wits against vicious vampire bats whose

only purpose in life is to locate, hunt and kill you.

4 levels of skill. At each level the game gets faster and

more complicated, and the vampires more dangerous.

Soft we’re not

Are you ready for CheetahSoft?

There’s only one way to find out.

But be warned: these vampire bats know
a good meal when they see one. And our

friend with the
1 ^ r

scythe has had years VjeemhbOtt^
of experience...

So don't play unless you're ready

to play the game for real. Because you'll

find there’s one sure thing about

CheetahSoft: Soft we’re not.

Also available by sending cheque/postal order tor £6.95 to Cheetah Soft Ltd .
24 Ray Street, London EC1 . Tel 01-833 4733

AFTERTHESE.
THE REST IS KIDS STUFF.



\ Alligata Software Ltd..

\ 178 Wen Street Sheffield SI 4ET

) Tel: (0742) 755796

Despatch Is normally made on receipt

of order and should reach you within 7 days

1 1 enclose a cheque/PO_ packaging) ..

-yilligata

Skillfully r
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Atari 400, 800 &XL
COMPATIBLE

For Atari owners, English
Software programs are the finest.

Our large and unique range of
titles will stretch your imagination to
the limit and beyond.

The needle-sharp graphics,
vibrant colours and super-smooth
action will really test your skills.

English Software is the leading
independent for Atari-nobody does it

better.

And we’re fast making our pro -

grams compatible forCommodore 64.

Order direct by using the coupon
(or telephone the Sales Hot Line on
061-835 1356 .quoting your Access or
Visa number).

Find us at Boots,
LaSk>'S - GrCenS

W?J1 and all good
software dealers.



qrcht pko^rhcds \p®m

Selected programs available from larger branches of

Boots, Lightning Records & Tapes, and good
computer shops.

GRAPHIC ADVENTURE SYSTEM
SPECTRUM 48K

Dealer enquiries welcome
Please 'phone (0256) 25107

DREAM



Special Agent Sid's First
Graphic Adventure
Imagine you're Special Ageni Sid of the SAS. The 1

is 2510 AD and you're marooned on a strange planet.
Getting home is the challenge to you from English

Software! And STRANDED' is the name of the game^
It's Sid's aim to find his starship and return

home safely. But not before lie's encountered
and defeated all the hazards of this lonely,

unfriendly planet. And with over 35
~ L: quite a tall order, fmrv

It could be i

everything that 'STRANDED'

Written in machine code, game
;ress can be saved to cassette or disk.

To make things even simpler, send u
rompletcd coupon below together wi
• cheque or postal orderOR use our

Telephone Sales Hot Line

(for immediate Access/Visa servi

ADDRESS

COMMODORE <51

Cassette f7QC
(Speedload) £ /•3
ATARI 32K Cassette
°r “sit £9.95 Find us at Boots,

Laskys, Greens
and all good
software dealers.

r To: The English Software Company,
FBox 43, Manchester. M60 3AD.
lease rush me cassetle/disk" of 'STRANDED'

Jr Commodore 64/Atari.”

enclose cheque/PO’ for £ (post-free) or debit

iy Access/Visa Card No ‘Delete as applicable.

NAME_



SPECTRUM 4BK

SPECTRUM 4BK

• The Wrath of Magra • The Incredible Hulk

The While Wizard
, PCG's resident sorcerer, gels the belter of the wicked

witch Magra. transforms himself into the IncredibleHutk and brings you
all the latest news, reviews and hints from the magical ivorld of
Adventures.

THE MAGIC OFMAGRA
It's been a long and tiring month for the White Wizard. As a result of a number of

powerful spells, mostly involving British Telecom, I was at last able to get hold of

Carnell Software's The Wrath ofMagra. a massive 120K program for the Spectrum
that had me glued to the keyboard for hours.

Magra comes excellently packaged with

two tapes, full instructions, and a 158-

page book that details the history of the

Third Continent and makes very enjoy-

able reading.

As a mythic hero your destiny is to

seek out and destroy the evil Magra,
using whatever resources you can lay

your hands on. The program comes in

three parts. In the first you must explore
the Valley below the Black Mountains
and gather as many objects as you can to

help you in your task.
'

‘ the second part you explore the

ns beneath the Mountains, battling

with all mannerofmonsters and practis-

ing your spell-casting. As a professional

vizard I can't tell you how important it

s to practice those spells. After all. you
lever know when you're going to bump
nto a Balrog, do you?
In the final part you explore Magra's

fortress, defeating her monstrous guar-

dians and seeking out the evil witch
herself in an attempt to fulfil your

• TheMystt

you've dug your way right to the centre

of the Earth! I leave the rest to your
imagination, which will certainly be
kindled by this very enjoyablegame.

*
From Goldstar at £9.95 comes The

Greedy Dwarf for the BBC. It's one of

the best documented adventures I've

received in a long time, excellently

packaged with an attractive booklet and
full instructions.

Goldstar have made use of the func-

game and we can compare nc
! L

in bccon
absorbing task. Some of the graphics are
very nicely done, and there's a status

panel in the top right-hand comer that

tells you the time of day, phase of the

moon, your strength, and other useful

bits of information. Despite the simple
commands this is a complex game that

rewards careful play.

My only quibbles are that the re-

sponse times are very slow and that you
have to reload part of the tape (admit-

tedly a very small part) every time you
die. rather than just pressing a key to

Apart from these minor reservations. I

can wholeheartedly recommend the

program, and will be reporting on my

Drop me a line if you're also playing the

Scott Adams and Adventure
tional. This is one of a new line of

graphic adventures that look very prom-
ising. and versions are available for the

Spectrum. Commodore 64, Atari and
Apple machines. There's also a text-only

version for the BBC.
Scott Adams’ games are intriguing.

They are at best rather primitive - no
complex sentence input, rather limited

vocabularies, and very brief location

descriptions. However for some reason

they are all furiously addictive. The
Hulk is no exception and I struggled

with it for hours.

The graphics are excellent, but thank-

fully you can turn them off as they take a

while to load from disk. I haven't tried

the cassette versions yet. but don't see

how they could be any faster.

Your task is to collect a number of
jewels or die in the attempt - which you
will almost certainly do over and over
again. As with other Scott Adams
games, however, dying isn't much of a

problem - you end up in limbo, but

don't lose the things you're carrying and
can re-enter the game with ease.

The Hulk's super powers give you
possibilities that take a while to explore.

Try digging a hole and you soon find

commands to save you unnecessary
typing. The vocabulary is unusually
large and some complex commands can
be entered. Your task is to explore the
caverns beneath a castle and retrieve

three games - or have your head cut off.

It’s not an easy task.

Goldstar are new on the adventure

scene and offer good customer support
if you send off the registration card. The
Greedy Dwarf is a tricky, text-only

game that compares very well with other

Wizard will give you on this one is to

proceed with extreme caution.

*
Severn Software's latest release is The

Mystery of Munroe Manor for the

Commodore 64 (£8.50). Some excellent

graphics make this an attractive game
with tricky puzzles, though unfortu-

nately some of the trickiest are to do
with the limited vocabulary. There are

3 explon .

solve the mystery of Lord Munroe's
disappearance.

Disadvantages include slow re-

sponses and a routine that erases your

instructions from the screen every time

you enter them. The program doesn't

understand ‘Examine’ so you must

'Look (object name)' instead. White
Wizard’s tip for this one? Make sure

that you Look 1 more than once at each

90 PC GAMES





Valley does have graphics on (he Elec-

tron version, and no, I’m afraid I don’t

know of any other graphic adventures

for your machine. No doubt as volume
sales increase, so will the number of

games available.

Finally, after a very busy month, the

White Wizard has to announce that he is

unable to give solutions over the 'phone.

If you've got a query, drop me a line and
I'll do my best to squeeze you into these

columns, or include you in the new
adventure 'helpline'. Alternatively you
could give Commander Chance a ring

on 01 -636 591 1 and leave a message.

See you next month. In the meantime,

best of luck, and if you meet a troll,

make sure you offer him a light.

get hold ot a Commodore 64 or microd-

s the graphics that are the rive version. If you want to market your

lion of Dream's program, games. Dream won't charge you any

dude a picture for any royalties providing you credit them on
location if you wish, and since each line the packaging and in the program,

you draw takes up only 3 bytes of Gilsoft’s Quill offers the Spectrum
memory you can fit in a surprising owner more space and more facilities,

amount. There’s a special drawing aid but no graphics. Dungeon Builder has

included in the program, that allows you graphics and is £5.00 cheaper. Both of

to draw line and ‘fill' different areas with these programs are excellent products

colour. and offer exciting possibilities to the

Even if you're not interested in draw- imaginative adventurer.

The Wizard's Mailbag

Books for Atari,

Dragon and Acorn



MILES BETTER

SOFTWARE
HARDWARE <%\

Commodore 64 + cassette unit £229
I 520 Printer Plotter £99
I 54 1 Disc Drive £ 1 99
1701 Monitor £210
MPS 80 1 Dot Matrix Printer £2 1

0

Blank Disks SS/DD Lifetime Guarantee £2.85

SOFTWARE
Cass Disk

BEACHHEAD 9.00 12.00
Solo Flight 9.00 1 2.00
Forbidden Forest 8.00 1 2.00
Pooyan 9.00 1 2.00
Aztec Challenge 8.00 1 2.00
Pegasus — 1 2.00
Caverns of Khafka — 1 2.00
Cuthbert in the Jungle 7.00 9.00
Cuthbert in Space 7.00 9.00
Cuthbert Goes Walkabout 7.00 9.00

All Software is Post Free. Please add £3.00 for Hardware
All goods despatched within 24 hrs (where possible). Open six days a week

221 CANNOCK ROAD, CHADSMOOR,
CANNOCK. STAFFS WS 1 1 2DD

® (05435) 3577

Phone or send for comprehensive catalogue



What egg-citement! It's

CHUCKIE
EGG"

recipient of a computer - she gave one Level 9 was where the fun really

to her 12 and 14-year-old sons for began - at this stage the crazy golden

Christmas and found herself easily beat- duck leaps out of its cage and starts

ing their scores on Chuckie Egg. She chasing you. At this point Stuart was
likes the game because ‘it’s non-violent’ just ahead of Jean on points - 44,000 to

and adds that ’it’s the only one 1 can play 42,500.

well’. Now she’d like someone to bring It wasn't until both were well past the

Address

Telephone no. (if possible) Telephone no. (if possible)

I confirm (hal Ihe above claimed i

Post this form to Challenge Chamber. Personal Compuler
Here are my tips for playing this game well. Games. Evelyn House. 62 Oxford Street. London W1A

OK — I'll dare the Challenge Chamber (This portion to be filled in by witness)

YOUTH BATTLED against experience

Chamber contest. 15-year-old Stuart 1

Chamber to confront Mrs Jean Goddard,

:

in Suffolk. The battleground? A&Fs Chut

Both Stuart and Jean had amassed
huge scores - 582.670 and 581,320
respectively. But both were very cagey
about what subsequent practice had
done for their figures.

Neither contestant has had a Spec-
trum for a very long time. Stuart was
given one about six months ago and has

used it mainly for playing games. Apart
from Chuckie Egg he’s also a fan of

Manic Miner but says that he finds lei

Set Willy ‘abit too hard’.

Jean was the donor rather than the

recipient of a computer - she gave one
to her 12 and 14-year-old sons for

Christmas and found herself easily beat-

ing their scores on Chuckie Egg. She
likes the game because ‘it’s non-violent’

e in this month's marathon Challenge
Brewer from Manchester entered the

1, 36-year-old mother oftwo from Leiston

uckie Eggon the Spectrum,

and ladders set in a farmyard. You have
to rush around collecting eggs and piles

of com. Ranged against you are manic
blue ducks and a wicked time-limit. In

the top left of the screen is a big, bad
golden duck in a cage which is even

nastier than the blue ones. Players start

with five lives and get extra ones for

every 10,000 points.

For the first ten minutes the Chamber
was filled with a series of rapid beeps as

both players rushed through the lower



Challenge Chamber

the ChutkicEggchallenge!

1C WITHTHE
mrpucKsm

tua -

WK
High-score strategies and cryptic tips
Those poor postmen. This month even more of them staggered to the Chamber
Master's door bearing even heavier sacks bulging with your entries. Chuckie Egg
continues to obsess the nation's gamesters and the magnificent contest described
here should spur them on toever greater achievements.

Entrants' tips for this game do not
usually offer very useful advice: 'Prac- on the Spectrum are on offer in entries
tice makes perfect' is the most common from Anthony Quansah of Wakefield
suggestion. The Chamber Master is be- and Matthew Smith of that mystical
coming increasingly dissatisfied with town Glastonbury. There was nothing
this line. Ifyou haven't got room on the mystical about Matthew's tip. In fact, it

form, then write a letter. The Master couldn’t have been more down to earth;
likes to get letters. ‘Smash the hell out of ’em’, he urges us,

Neil Watson of Dundee, though, did without adding how to do it. Matthew’s
have some original, if mystifying, advice, scored 131,100 as opposed to 349,905
Learn pattern of ducks and keep mov- for Anthony, who enclosed a lengthy
ing!' he says. Straightforward enough, and detailed letter of strategies for each
But what about this? ‘Listen to Thomp- level.

son Twins and U2.’ Well, it may be An intriguing entry for Lunar lelman
worth trying since it got Neil a score of has come the Master’s way from Birm-
355, 190 on his Spectrum version. ingliam. This is the first ever joint
Some people will stop at nothing, it application for admission to the Chal-

seems, in their search for a high score, lenge Chamber. Nicholas Clifford and
They lose all sympathy for their fellow Leroy Vyse, both aged twelve, have
human beings. C.E.Walker of Aylesbury clocked up an impressive 152,160.
gives this tip for Zzoom: 'Don't worry Nicholas writes: 'My friend takes care of
too much about the hostages, concen- his section of buttons on his side of the
trate on not being killed'. The Master is keyboard and I do the working of my
all for self-preservation, but he did think buttons.’ This is an exciting develop-
Ihat the point of Zzoom was to save the ment, but the Master is not sure if he can
stranded figures from death. Have you accept an entry from two people and is

no heart, Mr Walker? still considering their eligibility.

Two interesting approaches to jetpac A cryptic tip accompanied Geoff

JULY 1984

The scores to beat
REVENGE OF THE MUTANT
CAMELS COMMODORE 64
* 1,680,000 Tom Burton, Sweflling. Suff
*1,420,000 Steven Finlay, Kircaldy,

Scotland
* 1,185,176 Alan Bilsborough. Glasgow

HUNCHBACK SPECTRUM
*8,692,100 Henty Featherstone, Prestai

GRIDRUNNER VIC 20
*309,820 Graham lox, Manchester
*240,990 Peter Stanford, Manchester
*170,740 Simon MacCutchan,

* 7,500,214 Daryl Unwin, Cambcrlcy,
Surrey

CHUCKIE EGG SPECTRUM

* 918,220 lean Goddard, Leiston.

Suffolk
* 560,680 Alan Taylor, Aberdeen

PYRAMID SPECTRUM
* 138,372 J.A. Wood, Edgwarc, London
*138,031 Alastair Douglas. Belfast

*137,924 Andrew Follows. Scunthorpe

JETPAC VIC 20
*135,660 M. Edwards, Bakcwell,

Derbyshire
*116,490 Andrew Anderson, Bath
* 102,165 |ason Mahoney, Sandigale, Kei

LUNARJETMAN SPECTRUM
* 299,680 |ohn Elliot, Falkirk, Scotland
*202,720 Paul Reed, Hull
*173330 Mark [ohnston, Arbroath,

Scotland

3D ANT ATTACK SPECTRUM
*47,860 Andrew Ley, London
*44,285 Robert Kidd, Ipswich

PSSST! SPECTRUM
• 411,440 Simon Greetham, Barnstaple
*258.480 Mark Graham, Edinburgh
*174,435 R.Snaith, Oxford

Seal’s huge score - 1,229,460 - on
Zalaga for the BBC. ‘Move from side to
side’ he says. Come on Geoff, you can
give us a bit more help than that.

David Alexander's score of 5680 on
the Spectrum game Android 2 came
with a letter full of good tips but ended
with a cry for help; ' Can anyone help
me with the Paradox Zone?’ David asks.

If you can, then put pen to paper and
drop the Chamber Master a line.

The more people who write letters

giving tips the better. There isn't much
room on the form so if you have any-
thing to say an extra sheet is essential.

And don’t worry about the postmen -

they can take it.
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We're sorry you've had to wait so long for our first new
release of 1984 but your patience will be well rewarded.

From Bob Hamilton, author of 'The Pyramid' and .

'Doomsday Castle' we present BEAKYAND THE
EGGSNATCHERS and introduce Beaky, our new
star of the video-game screen.

(Ziggy is having a well earned restl)

Beaky belongs to MH
the family of /> ^^k
Andromedan Armed ^^k
Condors, the rare

The numbers of'his species

are dwindling fast because of their

rather -foolish choice of breeding

ground, on the planet of Crackit.

This unfortunately happens to

be the home of a particularly

evil band of creatures known
collectively as the

|
•

Eggsnatchers. Their sole J %
malicious intent in life

is to extinctify Beaky's 1 fT

I

species by stealing V*2—
or destroying the

eggs by any foul
f

means available.

Your objective is to try and brood, hatch out and rear as many little Beakys as

possible through 12 different screens of formidable but delightful arcade action.

FANTASY SOFTWARE Is available from W.H.SMITHS. JOHN MENZIES. BOOTS. WOOLWORTHS.
LASKYS. GREENS. RUMBELLOWS, SPECTRUM GROUP and all other good software retailers.

Beaky and the Eggsnatchers Is available for 48K Spectrum and Commodore 64 at C6.50 on cassette

or on disk for the Commodore 64 at £9.50 from
FANTASY SOFTWARE. FAUCONBERG LODGE, 27A ST GEORGES ROAD. CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL50 3DT

despatched by return lirst class post together with free membership of the Fantasy Micro Club.

Trade Enquiries welcome - telephone 0242-583661



Ever bought
a game that’s not as

good as its box?
Everybody has seen the home computer

game packs that sparkle with imaginative colour
and graphics, and lure buyers into the store.

Sadly,somewhohave bought havefound that
the game sparkled less than the box. For. as more
and more companies jump on thehome computer
bandwagon, it becomes evermore likely that most
of the imagination and excitement is concen-
trated in the pack. Instead of playing a fast game,
you lose a fast buck. Or, more likely, several.

Yet games have become increasingly soph-
isticated. Scenarios are more varied, levels ofplay
have been increased, and high resolution colour
graphics capabilities are being used together with

dramatically improved sound effects. The trick is

to know which games are as good on screen as

they are on the pack.

Relax. Help is at hand. Logic 3, publishers of
the most effective self pacing programming
tutorials, have selected The Best Games for

Britain's top home computers.
So buy only the best. Send today lor your free

copy of The Best Games from Logic 3. and learn

how you could save *2.00 when you buy your
next computer game. Ifyou're a dealer, we won't
hold it against you — trade enquiries are

welcome.
Do it. Now.

Send the coupon.

Have a good game without being had.

|
Please rush me my free copy of The Best Games. I already have/am

j
thinkingofgettinga * homecomputer,

j

|

Name

| Address

|
County Postcode •

i .T^j

A
LOGIC 3

— THE KEY TO THE WORLD OF TOMORROW.
Logic 3 Ltd, Mountbatten House, Victoria Street, Windsor SL4 1HE



MIND GAMES

PETTIGREWS DIARY £7.95
(Dragon, BBC, Electron)
Three Part 90K advrnlurr taking you from thr serene

to an epic journey through Europe. Superb family

Adventure — it'* got lo he value for money" Computer and

EMPIRE £6.95
(Dragon, BBC, Electron)
Exciting game of .strategy with eight levels of diffieulty.

Destroy the evil Kmpire before it conquers the world—
Played on a world map.

“This is a terrific game— visually attractive and highly

MYSTERY OF THE JAVA STAR £7.95
(Dragon, BBC, Electron)

an expedition to the South Seas to discover the secrets ofthe
1 8lh century shipwreck. Absorbing family fun with puzxlrs.

NORTH SEA OIL £5.75
(Dragon)
Equip arid run your own North Sea Oil rig- allocate

your resources, then navigate your supply vehicle,

until you have collected 100 million dollars.

JERICHO ROAD £5.75

(Spectrum 48K)
A challenging adventure set in biblical times with two

levels of play. Set in Southern Israel in the 1st century,

occupation arid cope with the perils of religious

persecution. Ideal family entertainment.

DEALERS! Phone us now

on 01-514 4871 for our

comprehensive catalogue

AVAII.ABI.KNOW AT AU.GOOU STOCKISTS (Selected titles available at W II Smith and larger brandies of Bnolxlor by MAILORDER (send

rheque/l’O) from SHARDS SOFTWARE. I B*> Kton Boail. Ilford. Essex ICI 2UQ, or telephone through your AcrcssA'isa order toOl-5144371.



PCO Hotline JflPr

The Commander comes back on a mixed bag of readers' phone-ins« ‘wmes bd(k on a mixea aag oi reaai

CALLING
COMMANDER
CHANCE ^

folks. How do you like the guy on |Arjr LamentGREETINGS. once again folks. How do you like the guy on I Oric Lament
the cover this month? That’s my uncle -a real good looker if I

ever I saw one. And as handy with a gun as a I am with an "My problem is. I

automatic telephone. Gee, you've been keeping me busy. The
'

hot-line’s been humming like a hornet with your outbursts of
(and other things) and my
en burning up working out

automatic telephone. Gee
hot-line’s been humming I

anger about crummy gam
super-powerful brain has
replies.

,

Here’s just a small selection Hellishly difficult
of the action. But keep the

1 T

calls rolling in on O'
1 hm'“ - -

And this mont

^
-’ll me about Ihi

perienced while playing com-
puter games? After all this

news of awful software,
could do with a laugh.

Boyce, Aylesbury,

Bucks timed all the d
’ becaus

Takes a lot of patience, land in fa« lh

sometimes, Peter. My One minute
1 5 secondscl h

Uo1

wasn't like cassettes toolJ^Sands^^Cach
'

&&hyZyo

Z:
d 'y ck

,'«n use the arr
"°' *»• You

™ ,t
2

I

wh 'te Plat*lZsTh
S
l
hat ,he

/
Well. th,s is

Sr ^ longest.

f.'
,m,cd al/.hedifSmeZSC '

>« thevJ,
n ‘ C_°'ou«

64 /

(Key question
•

’ at only

ie opectrum and I can’t get
m.Io the passage entrance to
Hades - have you got any
ideashowlodoil?'
Robin McPherson

rve
,f'°

yfda couple of nights
in Willy s mansion nnH

much either, i

—st of them el

it'll load

ually.

Z~~- “ aa weird place. 111,1 an the readers
Entrance to Hades especial *b°u ' <-™zy Kong by Ciy ist a deadly bore, very

|

fur <he Spectrum
I,deadly. But if you must go S?*si,s got three screens i,,

there, you could try a little
s unly tWu - and the anin

trip starting at the bottom oi ,"'
n

!f

very flickery - i, sa
|

the tome cellar. Or, if you're
j

.^machine code, bm

•Why •- -
. Atac «

Ithe keys

1*° "
it a ll the keys tithe wine cellar. Or. tj voir,

Thai's easy- .am you 1 clever you can do a jump t
wereduinped

ilh Say.a the left from a certain pair
just might

endup ^ TheSecurity Guard.

^TnVvellow door uthcr^

Wro"9 Kong

abouT
l

Cra!v *!
'he r

f
aders

^CH C;

, 1 have just bv \

l plain
about pandcd V c \

finite for the um- much
l?.r! Everybody. actual-
i an. Evetyb^^you actual-

iuboheal svhen yo

,ood
game

things >d

x-
superb \

„ would l

I Mierodeai’s in about

/
frankly

i l to, /

'

."'/•ether
H.a

d°nt know/'

he end ',V
had lo

/

j
Gridfunncr- just don

, vou gotta re-

\3sr4gv
yol ac"

/*;,»”«.Ct
/
S,uart Bourne ir-
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ne• Kingston.
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/

’* /or 0
•* /Ae

riruisis^®®*®
J IVI like to complain ---

i

1 d .*** Broadway. T

-^wapper^
About the pirates is ... n
doing the damage the tom

of 'peophf !!,

is doin
8j Loads

have the same ComputerLandsome people are just swan

pasrafSharm in that? It's not as if ft'sdoing them ou , of loads andtoads ofmoney.'
Paul Erne, Uxbridge. Mid

«W’ of'a „„
spoils , i

,

lias a high I
— •-'v, uxDridge. Midi

when you Something tells me the sc
aphtes

|
a/ore houses w/g/„

7*
arsog

irmSsnottoogood.

I genuine one. That’s one lorn

j

ofmoney, believem



The nationwide war-game

The galaxy's mosl unusual war-game
has got off lo an intriguing start with
five countries changing hands. The
Union and the Commune now each
control six countries, one more than
the other two powers.
The most interesting battle took place

near the centre of the continent - the

attack by Lorilon on Olgrish helped the
Dominion to capture that country, but
simultaneously left Lorilon vulnerable
to an attack from Bikonia, allowing the
Union to recover its losses.

Other high points were the Com-
mune's capture of Balyria and the
takeover of two neutral countries by the

Federation and the Union. However

• How the game works
Foursuperpowers are at war:

The Union of Golathic States

The Rorkian Federation

Ihe Commune ofMargrand
The Lorkonist Dominion
Each of the four powers controls a certain

number of the planet Helix's 32 countries.

Their aim is to capture more countries - any
power which can control more than half - ie

Individual players are all allocated to one
of the four sides. They must then decide how
each of their side's countries should move
and vote accordingly. The possible moves

BUILD ARMIES
BUILDMISSU.ES
BUILD SHELTERS
BUILD FACTORIES
SUPPLY
REINFORCE
LAUNCH (missiles)

computer will tot them up. For each pt

But a key feature is that havingv
the mosl popular moves, the com
goes back and studies each individ E3 “»“»» Ei [

[•.'•'•.'•‘•j COMMUNE UNION



The Final Conflict

,

C How to enter

|

You simply complete this form and send it to us. You MUST
enclose a stamped, addressed envelope. We will then send you a

|
rule booklet and your exclusive membership code.

. Address

• How to vote
You must enter one vote for every country your power controls. So
Federation and Dominion members will have to leave the bottom
line ofthe voting form blank. First of all write down the list ofyour
countries ALPHABETICALLY in the voting form. Then make your

Each vote is made up of justTWO letters. For the Attack, Launch
missiles, Reinforce and Supply orders, you use the letters A, L, R or
S followed by the first letter of the country to be attacked, supplied,
etc. So to vote Attack Xengria, you should write AX. The other
possible votes are: Build Armies = BA, Build Missiles = BM, Build
Factories = BF, Build Shelters = BS.



rules of cricket corectly interpreted. Printer/game save facility.

Vic cricket-Vic 20 plus 16K £5.99

New 64 Cricket with extra features £6.99

LEAGUE SOCCER - league title game for 2 to 24 players.

With automatic fixtures, action commentary, results

League Soccer for vtc20plus 16K £5.99

New 64 League Soccer with many extra features still £6.99

WHODUNNIT? - Twelve guests have gathered for drinks at

mind. Addictive and thrilling detective game for one to six

players. With genuinely different games each time.

Whodunnit? Vic 20 plus8K or any CBM 64 (statewhich) £4.99

TOP OFTHE POPS Easy to learn game about the music

save facility.

TOTP Vic 20 plus 8K £4.99

New64 TOTPeven bigger and better £5.99

NEW! ADULTS ONLY - Fungamesfortwo to ten broad

minded players. Lots of cuddling, kissing and many other

rewards and forfeits. You never knowwhat you'll end up doing

or with whom I Nothing offensive, butyou must be broad

ED RETAIL PRICE LIST RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE UST

FANTASTICDOUBLESAVERS list

ise state Spectrum orCommodorewhen ordering Send cheque PO

MEGASAVE dept c
76 WESTBOURNE TERRACE. LONDON W2

^ TOP VALUE LIGHT PEN
DRAGON 32/64 TANDY COLOUR 32K/SPECTRUM 48K

THE NEW ADVANCED PROGRAM
for the Trojan light pens include the following facilities-

* DRAW BOX
• DRAW CIRCLE
* DRAW LINE
• DRAW PICTURES FREEHAND
• COLOUR FILL DESIGNATED AREAS
* SAVE AND LOAD PICTURES

TO AND FROM TAPE
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HesWare'roIe-play’action
FOR you in this fantasy adventure: 3 wizard and
warrior characters you name, arm and activate.

AGAINSTyou: 40 kinds ofmurderous monsters,
dark corridors, secretand one-way doors

~~7 and the riddle ofthe Bairog BEFORE you:

[

either failure within minutes ofplay or hours

\ gaininggold and power through 5 levels

\_ ofdungeons, 3 levels of difficulty.

7 PLAYPOWER:3Dgraphics and
l supersound.

Battle through to

the Bairog!y

HesWare Turbotape

For your c:opy of ‘Maze Master'

(Cat No. HSEE 123). Available

I from all good computer soft-

ware stockists.

Send me (tick as required)

|
My local stockist’s address

Your full list ofgames

I copy/ies of this game

|

at £9.95 each £ : p

Method of payment
By cheque or PO (no cash) made
payable to TECSMU ByAccessori g"**~l

i Barclaycard

Enter card no. Sign below:

To:Thom EMI Computer Software
Distributors, 296 Farnborough Road,
Famborough, Hants., GUM 7NF.

Phone: (0252) 518364.

Name

Address

+singleP&Ps

Total to send

n « 30p

L • E
Credit card sales: UK buyers only.

Response within 21 days. APCG1

COMPUTER SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR: CREATIVE SPARKS / HESWARE / IUS / MAINSTREET / TOTL / DATAMASTER / HUMAN EOGl
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Brainteasing Games

SIR

FRANCIS DRAKE

ilit

ZX Spectrum

BBC Micro

Electron

' Commodore 64

SIR FRANCIS DRAKE ADVENTURE GAME,
aulhenlic, historical, graphics adventure game. Good
reviews. E7.95

BRAINTEASERS ((or above computers also VIC and
Dragon). Unique book of IQ lesls and puzzles. £5.95

MICRO MATHS (for above alsoZX81, VIC). 24
program O-level self-fuifion or revision course. £24.50
(except ZX81 £12)

"...ambitious, interesting program... excellent..."

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING

IMMEDIATE DISPATCH of Micro Maths. Send orders
or requests for free catalogue (300 programs) to:

LCL
26 Avondale Ave,

Staines. Middx.

Tel: (0784) 58771

# As seen onTV =S

World leaders in educational

software (in 24 countries).

Generous trade discounts.
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THE LATEST CBM 64 WORK BY JEFF MINTER AVAILABLE FROM LLAMASOFT



i>elax with a JHerlin game!

BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY CENTRE,
BESSEMER DRIVE,
STEVENAGE, HERTS. SGI 2DX.
TELEPHONE (0438) 316561

PIXIE PETE ORANGE
I SQUASH

PIXIE PETE ORANGE SOUASH
Deep, deep down Are you skilful and fast
underground. Pixie Pete enough to avoid being
the Pot-Holer is digging turned into orange juice,

for his life! Can you help or will you be pipped at
him survive? the post?

SEE US ON STAND 132 AT THE COMMODORE SHOW • 7-9thJUNE

ALL GAMES AVAILABLE FOR COMMODORE 64

I ,, , I °N CASSETTE OR DISK AVAILABLE SOON
r/ “

,\ I £6.95 £8.95U The ultimate in

megaslaughter

!

SOFTWARE
PCGAMES



Writeyour own machine code adventures

Without any knowledge ofmachine code whatsoever

THEQURL

THEQUILL is a major new utility written in machine code which allows

even the novice programmer to produce high-speed machine code

describe them and connect routes between them. You may then fill them

with objects and problems of your choice. Having tested your adventure

you may alter and experiment with any section with the greatest of ease .

A part formed adventure may be saved to tape for later completion.

When you have done toTHEQUILL will allow you to produce a copy of

your adventure which will run independently of the main QUILL editor.

ided with a detailed tutorial manual which covers every

NOWAVAILABLE FORCOMMODORE I

Cassette version £14.95

Disc version £19.95

FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM AT £14.95

Now available in W H Smith, and from many
computershops nationwide, or directfrom us by

post or telephone. Dealer enquires welcome

.

SAE for full details ofour range.

CII.SOFT
'“thorn Road »0222 41361 Ext430

HUNDREDS OF TITLES AVAILABLE. SEND SAE FOR LISTS & DETAILS OF SPECIAL OFFERS. STATE COMPUTER



Good Buy

Looking for a new game? Check out this list of PCG-approved titles

PCG RECOMMENDED GAMES
T his is the section which lists the games we think are number of programs on sale. The fact is that while many of

worth buying. It’s carefully updated each month, both the games on the market are excellent, others you’ll get
to add the best new releases and to remove games bored with in minutes,

which have been overtaken by better products. In order to Also each month we take a game from these lists and give it

save space we've split the lists for some of the more popular special treatment as our ’Screen Classic'. It gets a page to
machines in two, and will be printing alternate halves each itselfso that we can wax lyrical about why it’s a good game,
month. Finally, if you’re new to computer games, here are our
Judging from your comments these lists proved extremely potted explanations of some of the types of game and other

helpful to a lot of people who were overwhelmed by the vast terminology you’ll find in these pages.





S napper. The very name casts a
spell that draws me helplessly

back to the keyboard, to another
contest of dexterity and ingenuity with
those mean monsters of the maze. For
this is the best BBC version of that

all-time classic Pac-Man.
The idea is simplicity itself. The screen

displays a maze divided into quadrants
in the centre of which is the den of the

four monsters. The paths of the maze are
littered with dots to be snapped and in

each of the quadrants is a flashing green
power pill.

When Snapper swallows these, the
monsters turn blue and can be con-
sumed - one gulp and all that's left is

theireyes fleeing back to the den.
Your Snapper is a rotund yellow

creature with a green hat and a vora-
cious blue mouth. A perky tune, a call to
arms for all Snapperites. sets you off.

Using the four direction keys you hun-
grily speed off. devouring all the dots in

your path.

But these monsters are not idle. Pretty

soon they’re out of their den. off to

patrol their respective sectors. Pretty

soon, too. they gobble you up and you
will have learned the first fact of Snap-
per life - strict sector discipline must be
maintained. Study the monsters' pat-

tern, learn the best route and stick to it.

Deviation from the true path is always
punished.

On the first two sheets the monsters'
predictability allows you to master key
control and tot up lots of points. The

delicious fruit which appears in the
centre of the bottom half is yours for

eating: cherries on the first screen, then
a resplendent strawberry followed by
crispy russet apples, glistening sweet
plums and much, much more. It's like

the greengrocers of your dreams packed
with irresistiblegoodies.

In the early stages you should also be
able to consume all four monsters in

their blue and vulnerable state. Listen

for the warbling notes as they return to

normal and be careful not to chase them
too long. You'll find that snapping all

four monsters is an exceptionally satis-

fying experience.

But it’s after the third screen that

things start to get really frenetic. The
monsters develop minds of their own
and rush around causing you all sorts of
problems.

The different coloured monsters de-
velop individual characteristics. Pinky,
in particular, has to be watched because
he’s a bit of a psychopath: you just can’t

tell what he's going to do next.

Now you'll find yourself in a frenzy to

get through to the next screen, to the
next luscious fruit. Monsters will be on
your tail in hot pursuit, and now you’ll

have to use the tunnels at the sides in

order to survive - but don’t enter them
too often or Pinky will be on to you.
To spuryou on to even greater heights

there is the lure of the Golden Bell. and.
finally, the Giant Acorn - the prize that

Snapperites dream of. But you'll have to
get through 12 screens to see it.



TERIVIUMAL

|Hi*our
iwi«9m

-Terminal Software Games.
are available from Micro Deoli

International Retail
Tial—Sweden JohnMenzies
Aashima- Netherlands Dixons Software Expres
ZXAfrica—S. Africa Makro
Ozisoft— Australia Selected lewis's&
Alpine-New Zealand Coop Stores

Bulldog

Centresoft

ESD Electronics

Gordon Howsoi

SDL
Softshop International

Solomon & Peres

Stage One
Tiger Distribution

Terminal Software, Derby House, Derby Street, Bury BL9ONW, Manchester, England. Tel. 061-761-4321







CYGNUS TWO COMPUTER GAMES
WE SELL ONLY THE BEST

FAST, EFFICIENTAND FRIENDLY SERVICE!

ORDERTODAYANDWE DELIVERTOMORROW
SPECTRUM

PSYTRON (Beyond) 48K £7.95

A combination of 'Space Age' Arcade action skill and strategy.

Beyond are featuringa competition to win a Q.L, with this one.

NIGHTGUNNER (Digital) 48K £5.95

Defend your plane against enemy attack. 30 different ground ™-

BLUE THUNDER(R Wilcox) 48K £4.85

Fly your chopper over heavily defended islands and try to blow up
the core of a nuclear reactor. It's difficult and addictive.

FIGHTPILOT (Digital)48K £7.95

Feel the power of an FI 5 Eagle Jet Filter m this excellent flight

simulation.

CODENAME MAT (Micromega)48K £6.95
Pilot the USS Centunon through space and save the Universe in this

great game. It's difficultand requires a good deal of thought.

THEOMEGA RUN (CRL) 48K £5.50

A Doomsday Device is already set to explode. Pilot your lighter

bomber to save the world.

TRASHMAN (New Generation) 48K £5.95

It's just like the real thing, emptying the dustbins into the dustcart.

Tryingto keep offthe grass is very frustrating.

THESKULL (Games Machine) 48K £6.25

A 3D maze game with arcade action, The giant skulls are very

spectacular. Thegame is fast,

MILLIONAIRE (Incentive) 48K£5.50
You have written your first computer program and with successful

management you couldbecomea millionaire. Fun to play,

SNOWBALL (Level 9)48K £9.50

A great Colony Starship s heading for the sun, Prevent its destruc-

tion in this very complex adventure.

THEQUILL (Gllsoft) 48K £ 1 3.95

Designed to help you write your own adventure programs. You
write the story and The Quill will handle the coding

H.U.R.G. (Melbourne)48K £ 1 3.45

The Games Designer program which will help you write your own
arcade games,

BBC
FORTRESS (Pace) £8.45

A superb 3D Space game. You have never expenenced anything so

GHOULS (Program Power) £7.25

As the title implies, there are plenty of Spoofaes around in this

exciting fast action j^me. It's good fun.

VORTEX (Soft. Invasion) £7.25

This is fast and furious with super 3D effects. The asteroid storms

are something you should experience.

FOOTBALL MANAGER (Addictive) £7.25

An excellent game of skill and strategy. Work your way up from 4th

division to win the FA Cup.
SPITFIRE (Alllgata) £7.95

Learn to fly the Mark XIV Spitfire in this great simulatxw game. It's

realistic and needs skilful handling.

EAGLESWING (Soft. Invasion) £7.95

Prepare to do battle along a heavily defended river canyon. It is not

ELECTRON
DARE DEVILDENNIS (Visions) £7.95

It isn't an easy life being a stunt man as you will find out m ths very

funny game.

BLAGGER (Alligata) £7.25

Is your burglar clever enough to collect all the keys to all the safes' It

is something you oughtto find out for yourself,

KILLERGORILLA (Program Power) £7,95
There’s no need to desenbe this one.We all know that it's

TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY (BugByte) £8.95

A superb graphic adventure with every location showing full screen

colour, Very enjoyable.

SNOOKER (Visions) £7.50

There are lots of features in this game, for I or 2 players. You can

en|oy playing snooker sittingdown.

SPECTRUM SUPER SAVERS
Jetpac 1 6K £-4.25 Hunchback 48K £5.25
LunarJetman48K £4.25 Kongl6K £4.50

Write or phone for our new brochure: All games reviewed.
Don’t forget to state your machine

I enclose cheque/P.O. for £ (P&P Free, Add £ I for overseas)

To: 62WOODLAND ROAD, CHINGFORD. LONDON E4 7EU
TEL: 01 -529 1891
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.
—— “It s a gem" . . . said Popular

- Computing Weeklywhen it

48K SPECTWTM reviewed Ruby Runabout.

AND ALL OTHER TITLES ARE GREAT A J* M ^ „

VALUE TOO! Jr if
TEXAS T1 99/4A: £6.95

*"

TOMB OF MYCLOPS (Ext Basic) Ingenious »\fc/CHSWALn
Adventure Cro“i''9th'Rhlne\2<
MINEFIELD Arcade Action

DRAGON 32: £5.50
PRATEFALL PEARLY Graphic Adventure
STAR CARGO Space Arcade Action

SPECTRUM 48K: £5.50 ^jSRl
REICHSWALD- The American offensive on . aj3
the Rhine - March 1 945. Superb strategygame ^
from MW GAMESWORLD. Easy to learn,

impossible

ASK FOR OUR GAMES AT YOUR LOCAL
COMPUTER SHOP OR DIRECT FROM:

SCORPIO SOFTWARE 1 1 FENNEL STREET, MANCHESTER M4 3DU
Telephone 061 -834 2292.

Available from: Bradley’s Records, Arndale Centre, Manchester
Distributor& Trade Enquiries Welcome We welcome high qualityprograms lorany computer



Pr TheNo.1 ^
FootballGame

Available from your MTX dealer

i Audio Products A
46 High Str<

Midsomer t

Bath Avon
r Norton

MEMOTECH H

MTX 500 or 51

2

Can you eat yourway through 1 2 levels consuming
cherries, apples and strawberries

£6.50

m
m





Commodore 64

for both
the chess

playerand the
chess masterj

I (0307)744179.

CDSMicro systems

the finest

chess program
ever written.

Available for the
Commodore 64

£9-95

CDS Micro Systems
Available soon...

educational programs
for the Commodore 64



Co hunting with

CJESAR
THECAT



Brian Rose
Somerset and England Cricketer Says v

IT

“A Truly Addictive Cricket Game”

Detailed match
analysis

Excellent Graphics

All County and
Test Squads

r
/<A-\w ™H*a,cR ,CKEfW

OWyvernO

Batting and Bowling
skill factors

One day, County and
Test competitions

‘Save’ match facility

Many More facilities

Wyyern^^
Everyone buying a copy ofHOWZAT before 30th April 1984 will go into a free draw.

The prize is a framed print (32" x 24"
) from the 1 983 Prudential World Cup signed byevery

participating player, i.e., Ian Botham, Kapil Dev, Richard Hadlee, etc.

The draw will be made on 25th May 1984 at the County Ground, Taunton, by Brian Rose.

THE NO.l CRICKET GAME
Please complete the order form or write direct - Mo stamp required.

Only

£5.50
including

VAT and

P/P.

Order Form: No Stamp Required

Please send me copy(s) of 'HOWZAT' at

£5.50 (Inc. VAT & p/p)

I enclose a cheque/P.O. valued at£
NAME

ADDRESS

Send to:

Wyvern Software
FREEPOST
Bath
BA11FN

Dealer Enquiries

Tel: 0225 65747 POSTCODE.
details of other

programs

YCI CLOSING DATE FOR FREE DRAW 30th APRIL 1984



TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD. 29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KENT (0322)92513/8
MAIL ORDER: 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.O. ACCESS/VISA



What

MICRO?

m
0EEBS2] SSZSDO

IsauSSEffl IKSQD QE203
0ED13 QB3 QGCS

BEAT THE

CROWDS AND
SAVE MONEY.

All the hin of Hie Or Barnardo's

birthday party: Balloon race.

What Micro? fun run, airship, peddle

car rally, funfair.

*tMd What Mere? forMw first dw,«r
Hstoo ovt on IK Young London





Kent (0322) 925WS
es. Hurley (02934) 60S)

;
Slip Oierseas £2.00



AMAZING SOFTWARE BARGAINS BY MAIL, 100's OF TITLES AVAILABLE!

TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME. WRITE OR RING NOW FOR FULL DETAILS

OUR PRICE

£10.95

£11.95

£11.95

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR THE SPECTRUM

THE HOBBIT BOOK BY MELBOURNE HOUSE
HURG
VALHALLA BY LEGEND

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE SUPPLIES

SEND SAE FOR UP TO DATE LISTOFOUR AMAZING BARGAINS



SOFTWARE MERCHANDISERS, DISTRIBUTORS,
IMPORT/EXPORT

Games, Utilities, Educational and Business Software from the U.K.'s leading
software houses.

Joysticks, Interfaces, Cassette Loaders and Accessories.

Blank Data Cassettes.

Our Prices are amongst the most competitive in the Country

I

PLUS, we provide effective display units. Best sellers lists.

New release information and offer a 24 hour U.K. delivery service, including
Saturdays.

Write or Phone for our Dealer pack and details of unbelievably low prices on
Quickshots and other accessories.

THEBULLDOG RECORD Co. Bank Chambers, 56 High Street,
Congleton, Cheshire CW12 1 BA. Tel. (02602) 7761

1

Telex: 666916 Answerback Code: MET G

V.



Pussies

PUZT1.ES • PUZZLES • PUZZI

I

9SVSE15IS15
' :

HSEPIHIIPSK
iBSHsaeas

PUZZLING GRAPHICS
Try to work out the names of the nine

computer games represented below.

(Submitted by Paul Thornton, Leeds.)

pegs indicates how many letters arc in

the correct position. The white pegs

indicate how many letters are correct,

but in the wrong position.

1. AZML(lblack,2white)

2.

ALBM (2 black, 2 white)

5. ABML (2 black, 2 white)

What is the code?

(U|8u33s)8£



DON'TJUST SITTHERE -

-Audiogenic*
P.O. BOX 88. READING, BERKS.

ON CASSETTE £8.95
ON DISKE12.95

forthe commodore

SEND FOR FREECOLOUR CATALOGUEI




